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THE AMERICAN GOVERNMENT
STRUCTS AMBASSADOR TO
MAKE REQUEST

SCANDAL

WORLDS

SERIES LC.i

LfiiE ST110S

6, 1912.

STARTS OCTOBER
EIGHTH

6.
American
Washington,
Sept.
TO Ambassador
was
Wilson
today PRESIDENT JOHNSON OF AMERI
CAN LEAGUE MAKES THIS
instructed by the state depart"
ment to urge upon the Mexican govSOCIAL EVIL.
ANNOUNCEMENT
ernment the dire need of federal
troops In northern Mexico to protect
TCLQ THE FCLICE TO 00 EASY Americana. Frantic appeals' to the
GAMES
state department tell of danger threatening Americans and, call for help. THE AMERICANS
INFORMED OFFICERS DISORDEREXPECT
TO
In the majority of cases they come
REST UNTILTIMIE TO TACKLE
LY HOUSES COULD NOT
from mining camps located in the
BE ABATEDV
NATIONALS
northern states. v

YORK MAYOR
SAID
HAVE RECOGNIZED THE

"
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USE THEIR
NEW YORK PROGRESSIVES, THIS
AFTERNOON, CHEER WHEN
HE IS MENTIONED.
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DEATH TAKES HIS

BYiiiO OF A FLACUE

01

EAT AT THE

MY8TERIOUS DISEASE 13 CAUS
ING IMMENSE LOSS TO
THE FARMERS.

DISCRETION

Syracuse, N. Y Sept. 6. Oscar S.
Straus was unexpectedly
placed in NEW RULING NOT INTENDED TO
nomination for. governor by J. C.
WORK HARDSHIPS ON THE
McGee of New York. The placing
PUBLIC.
of Mr. Straus' name in nomination
caused a demonstration
Men and women delegates parad- III. G1ANFIELB SO CECUMS
ed the aisles and cheered continual- iy- -

TABLE

Topeka, Kan., Sept. G. More than
four thousand horses have died m GENERAL MACARTHUR STRICKwestern Kansas since the mysterious
EN DEAD AT SOLDIERS'
disease broke out in that section of
.
BANQUET.
the state and it Is estimated that the
money loss will approximate $300,- ,

'.- - ,,;' v
,'", great' mortality among the
horses has created a serious situation in that section ot the state, hun
dreds of farmers being left without
the animals to do necessary fall
work. Because of the practical cer
tainty that new liones would catch
the disease and die, the farmers are
afraid to buy other animals.
The, plague has now come as far
east as Riley county, four cases be
ing reported, near Manhattan.
at Fort Riley
Army veterinaries
have established a quarantine1 pro
hibiting the bringing of any horse on
the military reservation. Fort Riley
Is wholly a cavalry and artillery post,
and there are more than 1,500 horses
and mules there. It Is probable that
a similar quarantine will have to be
established at Fort Leavenworth.
000.

T0ASTMASTE1

IMCIOIBS

JThe

ASSISTANT
GENPOSTMASTER
OTHER COMRADES RePEAT THE
Timothy L. Woodruff withdrew the
ERAL
INTENMAKES
LORD'8 PRAYER BEFORE
CLEAR
name of Comptroller
Prendergast
amid cheers. Mr. Woodruff njoved
TION OF DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTING.
that Mr. Straus be nominated by ac-- l
clamation.- The motion was secoad-eT
ASSERTIONS
TO BE IN BEST
Huerta Returns the Call
POSTAGE REMOTE
OF
ME DENIED
WI03W AT HEATH'S EC03
FOSM
by others.
' El Paso, Tex., Sept. 6. General
So acute had the situation at the
Huerta, commander of Mexi- EXECUTIVE DOES NOT FAVOR state progressive convention become WILL NOT BE POSSIBLE UNTIL
SAYS
COMMISSIONER
WALDO
DEAD OFFICER ONE OF THE GALthis morning that the county chair
can
federal
forces in the north, visitTHEY ARE UTTERLY
SECOND CLASS RATE
LANT HEROES OF THE
STRENUOUS WORK BEFORE
men were routed out of their beds for
ed Fort Bliss, Texas, today and paid
FALSE.
IS
RAISED.
CIVIL WAR.
BIG CONTESTS
a conference. Thirty of the 60 chairhis formal respects to General B. Z
'
man
discussed
then secretly
the situa
Steever, commanding the department
New York, Sept 6. The relation- of Texas. The call was In. return for
Atlantic City, N. "J., Sept. 6.
Milwaukee, Wis., Sept. 6.
St. Louis, Sept. 6. The series for tion and finally took a vote whit I
Ar
thur MacArthur, widow of Lieuten
ship between Mayor Gaynor and the a visit paid General Huerta by Gen the world's baseball championship showed 18 for Comptroller Prender- "Postmasters of the country know
New York police department, the eral Steever !n Juarez, Mexico,
the sentiment of their
ant General MacArthur, who became
respective
yes will begin October 8, according to gast, five for Mr. Hotchkiss and one
unconscious
when informed of the
mayor's attitude on the city's
terday. The Mexican commander was President B, B. Johnson of the Ameri- for former State Sentor Frederick communities and should cater to
Charlefe P. Gran-fielvice 'and excise problems, and accompanied by his staff officers, and can
sudden death of her husband last
them," declared
league in a letter to a local pa- M. Davenport.
first assistant postmaster gen
the exnt to which the department was entertained in General Steever's per. The American league pennant
The conference adjourned to meet
night while attending a banquet of
at
followed his public declaration of his quarters.
the annual convention of the
the survivors of his old regiment,
eral,
assembled
convention
when
before
the
winners will not engage in a post seafirBt class postmasters today, when
the Twenty-fourtattitude, formed the basis of a reWisconsin volunThe. Mexican officials were escort son series with a picked team of the Timothy Woodruff was to report as
Worms Are the Cause.
for an interpretation of the
asked
lentless cross examination undergone ed In the
has regained consciousness
to
teers,
Mr.
wouli
whether
Prendergast
Johnson.
President
a
fort
reservation
league,
says
by
squad
Dodge City, Kan., Sept. 6. An au and no Immediate change for the
by Police Commissioner Waldo to- ron of United States
permit his name to be presented to Sunday closing law.
Mr. Johnson's letter follows:
The
cavalry.
G.
Cornelius
of
In
"The
trial
topsy
the
'legislation
legalizes
today on one of the horses worse is expected by the physicians
simply
day
Mr. Woodruff said
"A series of exhibition
games for tbe convention.
infantry band played Mexican nation
which died of the mysterious disease In attendance.
what
into
the
effect
put
department
Hayes, an inspector, suspended on al airs
the
made
almost
conference
certain
it
of the American
during the interview. General the championship
charges of making false statements Huerta'a return call was made at the league at the close of the season Prendergast would be the nominee, graruallj during the last year. that is killing thousands of horses
Captain E. B. Parsons, toastmaster
should use their own in western Kansas, revealed a buc at the banquet, who suffered a paraduring an Interview on the Rosenthal same hour of General Steever's visit would be impossible. In the east the but. Hotchkiss' friends did not agre;i Postmasters
in the intes lytic stroke following the shock Inmurder reflecting on the commission
Governor Johnson arrived on hi? discretion In interpreting it. The ketful of tiny worms
yesterday, following strictly' the mili championship race closes on October
hard- tines. Horses owners are dosing the
was
not
law
er.
to
enacted
cident to the sudden death of GenerImpose
from
Columbus
be
custom.
5, and in the west on the following special car
shortly
on patrons, but to' give the horses with turpentine and oil to kill al MacArthur, is reported to he rest
Thomas Thacher, Hayes' counsel, tary
ships
A
noon.
fore
crowded
chain-lobby
greeted
world's
day. The series for the
Eight companies of the Twenty-seconwhere-eve- r the. intestinal worms.
thwarted in his efforts to read Into
at his home this afing comfortably
him with shouts and applause when postal employes a day of rest
'
Infantry gave an exhibition drill pionship will begin on Tuesday, Octo-the record the mayor's utterances on
ternoon.
possible."
he
at
his
hotel.
arrived
8.
ber The only preparation the Ameri
In an interview later, Mr. Gran-fielthe vice problem, finally gained rec- In Butt's Manual before the visiting
General MacArthur died suddenly
"Hiram's the right man," and "what
Mexican army officers
while they can lea Jae champions will make for the
commissiontrial
said that one cent postage lor
the
from
last
ognition
Ib
night following aa apopletic
Bhout'.tl
the
matter
with
Hiram?"
event will be to take a substantial
first class mail could not be accom- WILSON TO START
er, Douglas McKay, by this declara- were at Fort Bliss.
stroke with which he was stricken
the
crowd.
con
After
the
two
addressing
of
a
Iteporta of a skirmish between rest, running through period
tion: '
while, addressing the survivors Of the
vention during the afternoon the s;tv- - plished until a higher rate was
"I am merely trying to prove that United States troops and Mexica or three days.".
class ' matter,
Twenty-fourtcharged for second
Wisconsin volunf oors,
17
SEPTEMBER
ernor
to
at
leave
planned
pN
midnight
which last year, he said, entailed )
Mayor Gaynor's policy, was one un-- i rebels, who crossed the international
known as the Chamber of Commerce
V ' , .
for
Detroit.
der which the social evil was recog-- line "below Haohita, New Mexico,
regiment The occasion was the fif
After a conference with Comptrol. loss of $65,000,000. The parcels poBt,
nized as an unconquerable problem were received today by General E.
QUBLE MURDER
ler Predndergast, Mr. Woodruff an which goes into effect on January 1, DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE WILL tieth anniversary of the day the reel--- ,
a small profment left Milwaukee for the frmit.
which had to be endured; but that Z. Steever at Fort Bliss, Texas. AcTRAVERSE SEVERAL
nounced -- that the comptroller had will be operated at but
rate
because
of
that the
General MacArthur had been intro
the
the evil had to present a front of out cording to the official report, MexiIt,
STATES.
high
to permit his name to be pre
agreed
duced by the toastmaster. Captain E.
ward decency; that in the failure of can rebels engaged fifteen , men of
PLOT IS BARED sented to the convention with those law provides for transportation for
For fifty miles and
Inspector Hayes to raid disorderly the Third cavalry, and one rebel was
Seagirt, N. J., Sept. 6. Governor B. Parsons, his companion all through
of other candidates, including Chair three zones.
houses he was merely reflecting this captured and another rebel's horse
companies can Woodrow Wilson
today announced the civil war, and had been talking
man Hotchkiss. Chairman Strauss above, the expresspolicy and that any orders Issued to was shot from under the rider. One MAN AND WOMAN PLANNED TO said he believed the delegates would successfully compete with the postal the itinerary of his" first trip to the only a few minutes and was telling
him by Police Commissioner" Waldo hour later a- strong body of rebels
service and make a good profit. To central states. It is as follows: Sep of the march through Georgia when
GET RID OF THEIR RESPECname a ticket by night
were directly In violation of that crossed the line, but was driven into
do this they must reduce their pres tember 17, Sioux City, la.; Septem he paused with the remark:
TIVE MATES
Wild
cheers
Governo)
greeted
'
Mexico by the American soldiers afber 18, Minneapolis and St. Paul;
policy."
"Comrades, I am too weak to pro
Jonnson when he arose to address ent rates, however.
'
Mr. Thacher was then permitted to ter, fighting at long range.
ceed."
19, Milwaukee;
SeptemSeptember
La., Sept 6. Execution the convention.
Shieveport,
Bandanas, flags
He
sat
down
ber
and his head fell for
proceed with his cross examination
Columbus,
20,
Ohio;
September
of a double murder plot by which Mrs. and canes were waved by shouting
ward. He was dead. Scarcely had
21, Pittsburg.
along the lines he desired.
C. C. Bailey conspired to rid herself delegates. "Bull Moose" horns and AVIATORS SHOULD
Gaynor direct
"Does not Mayor
The governor will travel In a spe- the tragic announcement of the death
of her husband, a wealthy lumber megaphones made a terrific din.
he asked 0I00ING FOR VICTISIS
vice?"
toward
cial car attached to regular trains. been Made when Captain. Parsons
your policy
mill ow lifer, and A. L. Watson aimed
The governor attacked the "boss
Waldo.
Two stenographers, two typewriter fell, himself stricken wtih paralysis.
CONTROL-TEMPERto do away with his wife, was reveal- rule" of New York. He said that Mr.
"He does not,' snapped the com- OF WHOLESALE
operators and a secretary will ac- With tears streaming down their
ed today by Sheriff Flourhey, wiO Barnes and Mr, Murphy had performmissioner.
him.
cheeks, the gray haired veterans, led
company
aays he has the written confession ed" the onerous duties of citizenship
"Has Mayor Gaynor ever instructby the Rev. Paul B, Jenkins, repeat
ot both Watson and Mrs. Bailey, who for tbe people but that the time for JUDGE SAYS
MAN WHO
F.LIES
ed the Lord's Prayer and the ban
ed you how to deal with disorderly WEST HAMMOND, ILLS., OFFIClark
Leaders
Wilson.
for
a change in affairs had arrived.
are confined in jail here.
SHOULD HAVE AN EVEN
houses?"
6 Senator Fred T. quet ended.
CIALS ARE MAKING AN
Chicago,
Sept.
women
"This
the
of
is
and
party
According Co the confessions narDISPOSITION
"He has never given me any InWhile nothing definite regarding
,'
who
INVESTIGATION;
Dubois,
managed
Speaker
three men who are unafraid," the governor
rated by Sheriff Flourney,
structions on that subject."
cam- funeral arrangements has been made,
Clark's
Champ
to
"and
the
you today I bring
months ago at Flanuigan, Texas, Mrs. said,
Mineola, N. Y., SepL 6. A man who
"As a matter of fact, you didn't exheld a conference with Joseph it Is expected the service will be of
Chicago, Sept. 6. Digging for the
and Watson entered into a message of the west, the message f can, soar into the heavens in an areo- - paign,
Bailey
houses
raid
to
disorderly
E.
Davies
of the democratic national
pect Hayes
bodies of victims of wholesale murprivate and simple character, in
revoto
can
the
I
say
you
which Watson was to cheer; and
within his district, did you?"
plane and keep cool should be able committee. Senator Dubois declared keeping with a previously expressed
ders in West Hammond, Ills., twelve compact by
on
of
west
lution
the
Is
Mississippi
wife
and Mrs. Bailey her
So said Police that all of the Clark leaders would wish of General MacArtnur.
to curb his temper.
"I expected him to raid every dis- of whom are said ;by Frances Ford to poison his
The
Watson did away with his now and the revolution is going to Court Justice John Buhler today, In
husband.
be In the fight for Governor Wilson. burial probably will take place on
orderly house as to whose operations have taken their death draught from
as
of
east
extend
the
Mississippi
wife without arousing suspicion, but
W. Beatty, the avia
he could obtain evidence."
Monday afternoon.
a "black bottle" kept in a notorious
means lecturing George
well and that revolution
who
"You knew, didn't you, that diBor- - resort, inay.be decided on as a re-- j repeated efforts by Mis, Bailey failed,
tor,
pleaded
guilty to assault in
men
to
much
and,
ordinary
ordinary
As Military Funeral.
the third degree for having Btruck his
derly houses had flourished for six suit of his investigations, eaid Ooro-- j she says, because she did not know women and ordinary children.'
wife In a quarrel last Tuesday. MINE CAMPAIGN IS
months in Inspector Hayes' district; her Peter Hoffman of Cook county.i how to administer the dose. '
young
Sept.
Washington,
State Chairman Hotchkiss hurried
said that he was sorry he had
General Andrews today telegraphed
that these houses were operating ev- tod a. v.' Th Ford rirl. whose revela-- i Watson came to Louisiana and ob-- to the
Beatty
to
and
tried
get
platform
He urged Mrs.
on his promise
ery day and that they were being tions have made the most startling tailled W0rk ot B
DRAWING TO CLOSE to Mrs. MacArthur and the two. sons
Chairman Straus to agree, to run. acted so hastily and
Dart
t0
the
c0
her
Hailey
'raided?"
was let off with a sus
ot the dead officer, Captain Dougias
to
be
good,
features of tbe crusade instituted by
the
platform
Delegates surrounded ,
"Yes, I knew it. I knew that dis- Miss Virginia Brooks, has not told splracy and she tried, but again fail and cried:
MacArthur, U. S. A., at Fort Leavenpended sentence. The court then adBE worth, and Lieutenant
to
wife
man
Comniander
OFFICERS
for
live
WILL
STATE
vised
and
orderly houses had been flourishing ail she knows about the West Ham- ed. In the meantime Bailey became
apart
to
he's
"Make him take it;
got
1
suspicious and quarreled wfth his
in that district for a year. But
ELECTED BY THE PEOPLE
Arthur MacArthur, Jr., at the naval
a month with the hope of reconciliamond dives, the corone- - believes.
it."
take
wife. Monday she left their home.
war colleges at New Port, R., I., to
ON MONDAY.
presumed that Inspector Hayes was
A formal warrant for the arrest of
Mr. Hotchkiss announced that Mr. tion.
learn their wishes about the. particimaking every effort he could to close the young woman was issued today Watson crept into the Jiousa during Straus had agreed to make the run
the night carrying a heavy axe, with
them up."
.
'"'
Portland, Me., Sept. 6 The activ pation of the army in the funeral eer
BOSTON GET8 MEETING.
If nominated. '
by the county judge" under her real
'"'
"
"
"
which
he says he murdered Bailey. .. ;'
':'
Denver, Colo., Sept. 6. The Amer ity of the platfojrm speakers and vice.
chose Oscar
state
The'
committee
name, which is said to be Mrs. Ethel
"
1
Watson
Blood"
"When
raised that axe,"
Caught.
The
death
MacArthur
of
"
General
continues
"Gyp the
newspapers
in
during
party
annual
arFisheries
ican
TV
Brooks
Miss
I.
while
Mean
society,
of New York and
S. Straus
Parker,
International Falls, Minn., Sept. 6.
" Hunt of Watertown electors-at-largconvention here, today selected Bos tbe closing hours of the Maine state leaves' four lieutenant generals of
for a
conference with "
ranged
-This
to
iThe police1 here are holding a man
I
Before midnight tomor the United States army' surviving, all
myself:
Charles F. Dewoody, division super-- sleeping man, said
George W. Perkins of New York, ton as the convention city In 1913, campaign.
Boul t0 neU"' Tnat 18
end
they suspect of being "Gyp the intent of the federal department ofwl
and Elon H. Hooker, the, progressive and elected officers as follows: pres- row the final arguments will have retired Generals Miles, Young, Chaf1 belonS and the sooner
I'm
Blood," one of the gun men wanted
national treasurer, were, made elec- ident, Dr. Charles H. Townsend, New been made to the voters and the bal- fee and Bates.
justice, regarding conditions in vVest;where
In the Rosenthal murder case In New
I
be
satisfied."
will
better
the
tors from their home districts.
York; vice president, Dr. H. B. loting will begin on Monday soon afShe is seeking tbe co-- j hanged
Hammond.
York. The man was trying to get
4!x years old and has
is
Watson
Ward, Urbana, 111.; secretary and ter daybreak.
name
in
When
the convention the
operation of the, federal government
TO RAISE POTATOES.
Into Canada when detained. His pic- in tho
Mrs. Bailey is 27 of State
Never have so many speakers, of
of violations of three daughters.
oaeM,Hnn
H. treasurer, Ward T. Bower, Washing
William
Chairman
Omaha,
Neb., Sept. 6. Wth a view
New
sent
to
and
taken
has
been
ture
years old'and has two children.
the Mann white slave act.
Hotchkiss was placed In nomination ton, D. C, and Dr. George W. Field, national prominence taken part in a to developing pojtato culture In severYork. Meanwhile he will be held a
on
as
Maine
have
campaign
appeared
for governor, but Mr, Hotchkiss de- Boston.
al states west of me Missouri river,
prisoner on a vagrancy charge.
the stump this year. Governor FredA "CHAMPAGNE
CONSPIRACY."
clared he was not a candidate and
Eugene H. Grubb, a well known auIs
a
can
Many Arrests to Occur.
W.
democrat.
erick
6.
Plaisted,
A "cham- wanted
Washington,
Sept.
ENGLISH AVIATOR KILLED.
pone of the delegates to vote
on potato culture, has heen
thority
and his repub
for
RAIN ON THE COAST.
Chicago, Sept. 6. The conference pagne conspiracy" on the part of the for him.. Mr. Hotchkiss' nomination
Stevenage, Eng., Sept. 6. Captain didate
placed in the field by the Unjon PaT.
Is
Hanes.
William
lican
The
rival
6.
Rain between Superintendent
San Francisco,
Sept.
Dewoody Atchison,
and Lieutenant
Topeka & Santa Fe and was seconded by two delegates, how- Patrick Hamilton
cific railroad. Mr. Grubb, who has
storms now
sweeping California and Miss Virginia Brooks was fol- forty other railroads was charged ever, one of them a woman. Comp- Stewart, British army officers, were principal Issues of the campaign are successfully experimented for years
and
statewide
economy
to
the lowed this afternoon by the an- before the interstate commerce com- troller Predergast was then placed killed today when their biplane colprohibition
(from the, Oregon line far
in that line, believes the' west can
in the management of state affairs. .
south are the heaviest experienced nouncement that federal officers mission today by a firm of dealers in in nomination for governor.
lapsed and fell 250 feet.
increase Its potato crop to an exyears. would start to West Hammond lat- wines. The firm complained that the
at this season for sixty-thretent which will make needless the
Heavy damage to grapes, still on the er in the day with warrants for the railroads discriminated in favor of
German Airman Falls.
'
WANTS BANK STATEMENTS
present Importations from other
vine, and to late fruits Is reported; arrest of six or more persons charg- California champagnes by charging,
ALTROCKJS SUED.
Munich, Bavaria, Sept., 6. LieutenWashington, Sept. 6. The comp countries, which, he says, amount to
but the rain insures another alfalfa ed with violating the Mann act.
ant Steger, a German military airman, troller of tbe currency today issued about 25,000,000
only $2 per hundred pounds on such
Cincinnati, O., Sept. 6. Nick
bushels annually.,
One of the warrants was reported shipments from
California to New
crack of the Washington team, was killed near here today during a a call for a statement of the condi- Mr. Grubb will undertake to develop
crop, benefiting, dairying interests.
More than half an inch of rain had to relate to the alleged murder of York, while they fixed a charge of was sued for
divorce today. His reconnoiterlng flight, when at a tion of all national banks In the Unit- th
potato industry, especially la
John Messmakei, the case In which $2.25 on champagnes
fallen in San Francisco by noon
and asks height of 300 feet, his biplane buck- ed States at the close of business states which heretofore have
shipped from wife charges
given
New York to the Pacific coast.
"Frances Ford" is under arrest.
an absolute divorce with alimony.
led and fell. ...
on Wednesday September 4.
it comparatively little attention.
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WE NOW HAVE TflE AGENCY FOR THESE POPULAR SHOES
and have just received a full and complete line of the newest and most popular models Styles
for every child, big or little. These shoes are made from the best stock procurable, along common-sens- e
lines and by practical shoemakers of the highest skill.
They are neat, diessy and stylish, but at the same time comfortable and roomy no cramp-in- g
f the toes or deforming the feet.
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NEW

ing English; and in a wonderfully
small space he has put a wonderfully complete manual which Is Invaluable to teachers in all grades. The
book outlines courses of study, gives
succinctly the general aim of language study. Its specific aims, goes
exhaustively Into language work in
the grades and concludes with some
Interesting "Observational Formulae."
The outline of grade work covers
memorizing, written and oral composition, letter writing, diagramming,
formal composition transcription and
dictation and spelling. As an example of the conciseness of the booklet the following is given as the
general aim of language study:
"To make the child a master of
everyday English so that" he may
communicate his thoughts to others
to the extent of his ability. Specific
aims worth quoting are 'to make
good EngliBh habitual;' and 'to create a fondness for good literature.' "
The work Is a distinct contribution
to educational literature and of the
utmost practical value to instructors.
It Is one more demonstration of
Dr. Light's ripe scholarship and keen
Insight into educational needs in

"GYM" FOR

SILVER CITY
KORMAL
WORK ON MUCH NEEDED STRUCTURE WILL BEGIN IN THE
NEAR FUTURE.
r.
Albuquerque, N. M., Sept 6.
C. M. Light, president of the Silver
was, n AJbuquer-aue
for an hour this morning, on his
way to Santa. Fe, where, he will at-

tend the sessions of the state board
education, of which he is a member. Dr. light is highly pleased with
the opening of the normal school this
year. There has been a steady Increase in enrollment at the Silver
City school for; several years past,
and it is now generally recognized as
one of the most efficient institutions
of its kind in the west The summer
school enrollment for this year broke
all records and the fall and winter New Mexico.
terms promise to be even more successful.
The work done at the Silver City PAPE'S 01APEPSIN
Normal school is in every way practical and the institution has been kept
REGULATES STOMACH
right up to the highest point of efavailficiency permitted by the funds
able. Already a number of buildings
TIME ITI IN FIVE MINUTES GAS,
cover the Imposing site overlooking
SOURNESS AND INDIGESTION
Silver City and surrounding country,
IS GONE
and this equipment is to be materially increased at once. For some
Do some foods you eat hit back-ta- ste
time past the school has been overgood, but work badly; ferment
crowded. There has been a pressing
into stubborn lumps and cause a sick,
shortage of both class room and dor sour, gassy stomach? Now, Mr. and
mitory facilities, and this has now Mrs. Dyspetio Jot this down: Pape's
reached a point where more" room
everything, leaving no- has become imperative. The board Dia'pepsin gets and unset you. There
in
nniir
tMr,t
MS ai a recent meeung auiu ...
elv auIck,
w
orized the construction of a handsomenever
r""" va XT n :iff'on0
.
i
fvnt
so
r...n.n
i
cenaiuij ouo.v.
uuma
basement, and the building is to pro-- how naaiy your
relief in five
ceed at once. Plans submitted by fid you will get hapy
you most
what
but
pleases
minutes,
Trost & Trost of El Paso, have been
and
regulates
'
Is that it strengthens
accepted.so you can eat your fastomach
your
The old building heretofore used bb
foods without fear.
a gymnasium, will be remodeled Into vorite
a
Most remedies give you relief some-ttmca boy's dormitory and laboratory.
sure.
not
but
slow
are
fhev
The new building will accommodate
Is quick, positive and puts
the kindergarten now uncomfortably Diapepsin
in a healthy condition
stomach
your
housed in the second story of the
so
the
misery won't come back.
heating plant building, and will also
different aa soon as Dia
You
feel
provide room for the department of
in contact with the
comes
chemistry and physics and for the pepsin
distress
stomach
just vanishesyour
domestic science work. The second
teases, ho
trp.ia awftfit no
floor will be one iMibroken floor cfnmgoti
no eructations of undigested
belching,
space, for gymnasium purposes, withhead clears and you feet
out a break In It. A gallery race food, your
fine.
track, bathrooms and lockers will
Go now, make the best investment
complete the equipment of what will
you ever made by getting a large fif
he one of the finest gymnasiums in
case of Pape's Diapepsin from
the west. The estimated cost of the any drug store. You realize in five
building with equipment is, In the minutes how needless it Is to suffer
x
neighborhood of 116,000.'
from Indleestion, dyspepsia or any
"Language Teaching" is the title stomach disorder.
of one of the most valuable little educational booklets ever published, isRunning up and down stairs, sweep
sued by the Charles B. Merrill comand bending over maKing Deas
ing
pany, the author being Charles M. will not make a woman healthy or
Light, Ph. D., principal of the New beautiful. She must get out of doors
Mexico Normal school at Silver City. walk a mile or two every day and
Chamberlain's Tablets to im
qualified take
Dr. Light is
prove her digestion and regulate her
to give advice on methods of teach- - bowels. For
sale by all dealers.
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"DR." MONTOYA IS
GIVEN A JAIL
SENTENCE
FORMER LAS VEGAS MAN
IN
INTO TROUBLE
TRINIDAD.

Matthews

is charged with beating a board bill.
The following cases have been set
for trial in the district court: W. E.
Davis, charged with assault, September 16; Will Ballew charged with
burglary, September 18; William and
Jerry Sullivan, charged with burglary and larceny, September 19, and

LOS

LUIS

ty days Ja jail at Trinidad for attempting to sell property to which
he had not attained ownership. Montoya, while here, posed as a veterinary and went by the title of "doctor." He also claimed to be master
of hypnotism as well as the law. He
had an office near the county bridge
on the end of National avenue. The
Trinidad Chronicle-New- s
contains
the following article concerning him:
G. S. Montoya was sentenced to
thirty days In the county jail this
morning by Judge Hunder in the dis
trict court. Montoya came here a
month or so ago and claiming to be a
lawyer, set up an office. 'He pur- chased some furniture from a second
hand store upon the promise of making payments at certain definite
times.
Montoya did not carry out
his agreement, but instead went to
another store and under a different
name tried to sell the goods, judge
Hunder warned him that It would be
better for him to engage in some
legitimate business in the future.
Robert and Roy Morse, two 18 year
old youths were sentenced to the
state reformatory at Beuna Vista.
The Morse boyB were found guilty of
breaking into the Burkhard Saddlery
Co., upon the evening of August 29,
and stealing chaps, leather cuffs,
pocket knives and various other articles which help to make up a cowboy equipment.
The" two youths imbued with the
spirit ofc. the wild and woolly west
decided to come to Colorado and live
in the world of (the adventurous characters of which they had read. The
goods which were stolen were returned to the Burkhard Saddlery Co.
The trial of L. C. Matthewe which
was booked for the morning session
was postponed, owing to the absence

LUNA'S DEATH DEPLORED
folLos Lunas,i N .M Sept.
were
the
resolutions
lowing
passed by
board of county commlseioners of Valencia county on the death of the late
Solomon Luna:
Whereas, it has pleased Almighty
God to remove the Honorable Solomon
Luna, who for many years has been
the staunch friend and protector of
the people of Valencia county, and to
whom more than to any one person
this county owes its present prosperous and advanced
position in this
The

commonwealth;
Be It resolved by the board of county commissioners of Valencia county
the county has lost Its foremost citizen, the state of New Mexico one of
its ablest statesmen and the nation a
wise and patriotic representative;
Resolved, that Soloman Luna In his
public and private character was an
example which all men In public life
'
may well emulate;
Resolved; that we deplore his lost
as irreparable and that we tender to
his bereaved family the condolence of
this body. .And the clerk of this
board is Instructed, to transmit a copy
of these resolutions, certified under
the seal of the board, to the bereaved
wife.

to beat Belen to' the court house and
make the county seat at Los Lunas
permanent by the ouilding of such a
costly structure tha it' would be a
waste Qf money to move the count

WILL

GET NEW COURT

seat.

HOUSE

I

Euloglo Duran, charged with larceny
of livestock, SeptemDer 19.
The other cases which are to be VALENCIA COMMISSIONERS
GETS
TO REBUILD ,IN PRES- tried for this term of court have not
ENT COUNTY SEAT.
bean set as yet.

G. S. Montoya, formerly of Las Vegas, has been sentenced to serve thir'

xf one of the witnesses.

I

LABOR WORLD NOTES.
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The international convention of
Operative Plasterers will meet in Milwaukee on September 30.
During tha six month sending June
SO the Brotherhood
of Painters and
Decroators organized 48 new local
unions, the organization now having
944 local unions in good standng.
In Berlin several offices have been
opened where women workers may
lodge complaints as to the sanitary
condition of the buildings In which
they work, without necessarily giving
their own names.
The International Brotherhood of
Bookbinders has sent out from the
general office in Indianapolis the
statement that the conflict which has
been on for two years between the
local unions in New York and the
main organization has been settled.
The Belgian socialists are actively
organizing a huge strike of every
kind of labor, by which they hope to
secure universal suffrage pure and
simple, as against the present plural
vote, which gives the upper classes
such an advantage over the lower.
The executive council of the Amerk
can Federation of Labor has afflrmed
the recent action of President Samuel
Gompers, In revoking the charter of
the Amalgamated Society of Caroen.
tera and Joiners, which had failed to

Los Lunas, N. M., Sept. 6. The
county commissioners ' of Valencia
county have Instructed the clerk to
at once advertise for bids for the
erection of a new court house at Lot
Lunas to replace the one recently ov
stroyed by fire. When the old court
house was burned, the fight which
has been waged Intermittently for
years between Belen and Los Lunas
over the county seat question was at
once resumed. There s a law on the
statute books which provides that no
election may be held to change the
county seat of any county where tne
town proposed is within twelve miles
of the existing county seat. That law,
it is said, was designed especially to
take care of Los Lunas as Los Lunas
and Belen are just safely within the
bounds. It is said that the citizens
of Belen, who are backed by a large
number of people In that section of
the country, now compelled to travel
miles by circuitous routes to get to
the county seat, will seek an Injunction to prevent the building of the
new court 'house until the next
has a chance o repeal ae
law In question.
The action of the
county commissioners m so promptly
ordering bids, is said to be an effort

'

,

obey the order of the Atlantic convention that it unite with the United
Brotherhood.
Out of the 3,690 industrial accidents

reported to the California industrial
board, 133 were fatal 3.6 per cent.
The highest percentage of fatal accidents is found in the light Power and
telephone industry 6.6 per cent of all
accidents in that class. Construction
work comes next with a percentage
of 5.5, followed by agriculture, with
5.2.

t

The unions of Salem, Ore., have
succeeded in having the city council
pass an ordinance providing that resident laborers shall have the preference over
with contract
ors on public work. At the last elec
tion the city charter was amended so
that resident laborers should have the
preference and the ordinance carries
the amendment Into effect
The paper , makers' organizations
have obtained an eight-hou- r
day and
what i8 known in the trade as the
'three-hou- r
system" In 17 mills In and
around Holyoke, Mass. None of the
men now enjoying the eight-hou- r
dav
have received any reduction in wages.
some received an Increase. The rates
run from $3.75 a day to machine
s
and beater engineers to $1.75 to
fourth hands.
Three decisions have recently been
made by the Illinois state supreme
court which are important to the organized labor movement The court
sustained the constitutionality of the
r
woman's
employment, act, as
revised by the leglsalture in 1911, also
the constitutionality of the chauTfeur
license automobile act, and the
of labor unions to call strikes orright
use
any lawful means in maintaining and
lurtnermg their organizations.
ts

ten-der-

ten-hoa-
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(DEMOCRATIC EDITORS MEET
Albuquerque, N. M., Sept 6. Karl
W. Green, secretary of the New Mexico Democratic Press association, has
called a meeting of the association
for Monday evening at 8 o'clock in
the Commercial club in Albuquerque.
The meeting will be attended by mem
bers of the association from all parts
of the state. Plans will be discussed
at length for conducting a systematic
publicity campaign during the politio
al battle that will soon be on.

When the blood becomes Infected with any unhealthy humor the effect is shown by boils, pimples, and rashes or eruptions on the skin. ' Humors
get into the blood usually because of an inactive condition of the elimina-tiv- e
members. Thus unhealthy matter is left in the system to sour and
ferment and be absorbed into the circulation. Remove these humors and
no skin trouble can exist, because its very source is then removed. Boils,
rashes, pimples, etc. can never be cured through
the application of external medicines, because 6uch
the blood;
, treatment can have no possible effect on
ilfr
mttiiita
ft- the most to be obtained from such measures is tem
porary relief. S. S. S. CURES all skin affections
because it purifies the blood. It goes down Into
the circulation and cleanses it of every particle of
unhealthy matter. Then the blood exercises its
normal function of supplying nourishment to the cuticle instead of irritating it with a fiery humor. II
you have any skin trouble you could not do bettei
than purify your blood with S. S. S. It docs not "patch up" it cures
Book on Skin Diseases aud any medical advice free.
THE SWIFT SFEGFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA.

CAPITAL PAID IN
SURPLUS
$100,000.00
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J. M. Cunningham,
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President

Frank Snrlneer.
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T Hosklns, Cashier.

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
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"

$50,000.00

"

J

Vegas Stxvirift s Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National
Bank

Wm. G. Uaydon
II. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

Interest Paid

President
Vice

President
Treasurer

on Deposit
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TO KEEP DOWN

perienced "candlers" are able to tell
with accuracy the internal condition
of the egg. After "candling" the
eggs are sorted into "firsts," or the
perfect ones; "seconds," or those not
quite so recent in origin but still fit
for food, and into various other
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Manhattan

17

.....18

Brooklyn
Queens .. ..
Bronx
Richmond
Clubs outside of city

GEORGE

6
3

....29

Total
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TO RETIRE

,.h2

and the Central Railroad Company
''
of New Jersey.
In every strike and labor trouble
in the anthracite coal field during
the past decade Mr, Baer has directed the fight In behalf of the operators. He waged the great fight for
the mine owners in 1902 and when a
general strike was again threatened
upon the, expiration of the wage scale
last spring it was Mr. Baer who neer.
otiated an amicable airreemenr. with THE 8TATE MAY GO DRY AT THE
i
tt tti.
ELECTION TO BE HELD
w.!,

UAS
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Number of boxers (estimated)... 4,000
Suspended
,
.55
The state athletic commission com- PRESIDENT
PHILADELPHIA'
OF
AND READING,' 13 REMARK- pleted the first year of Its existence
this week. The Frawley law permits
ABLE MAN
boxing contests, with 5 per
cent deducted from the gross
Philadelphia, Sept. 6. George F.
receipts.
One of the 'measures of the com-sio- Baer, president of the Philadelphia
has been to advance amateur and Reading Railway company, will
boxing contests. With that end in attain his seventieth year on the
view we directed
day of this month. Acour secretary, twenty-sixt-h
Charles J. Harvey, to carry a formal cording to the rules of the company's
letter to the committee in charge of pension system he will then cease
the Olympic games that amateur box- to be the active head of the great
ing be placed upon the program at all railroad and coal properties of the
future Olympic games.
Reading company. So far no official
announcement has been made concerning Mr. Baer's prospective retireM. E. INGALLS 70 YEARS OLD.
ment.
It is not believed, however,
Cincinnati, 0., Sept. 6. Melville E. that
any exception to the retirement
Ingalls, former president of the "Big rule will
be made in his case and it
Four" system and for many years
is expected that he will relinquish
one of the leading railway executives
his duties as president as soon as
of the country, reached his sevencan be
tieth b'rthday anniversary today. Mr. satisfactory arrangements,
made in regards to his successor.
like
so
Ingalls,
many other men who
The retirement of Mr. Baer will rehave risen to eminence in America,
is a product of a New England farm. move from the active ranks one of
He was born and educated in Maine the most dominant figures in Ameriand was a practicing lawyer when, in can railroad and industrial circles.
the early '70s, he began his railroad For more than 40 years he has had an
career as receiver of the old Indian- intimate connection with PennsylvaCincinnati and Lafayette nia's leading industries and during
apolis,
road. By a series of reorganizations nearly half of that period he may be
and consolidations he put the rail- said to have guided the destinies of
coal
road and its successor, the C. I. St. the whole field of anthracite
L. &.C., on a sound footing.
In ad- mining and the numerous allied Indusdition to his connection with the tries.
Mr. Baer Is a native son of Penn"Big Four," Mr. Ingalls served tor
'
more than ten years as president of sylvania, having been born in the
town of Somerset in 1842. At the
the Chesapeake and Ohio road.
age of 13 he quit school to learn the
printer's trade. He saved his small
LONG SOLITARY CONFINEMENT
earnings with a view to attending
Boston, Mass., Sept. 6. Jesse Pom-eroand securing a legal education.
probably the most notorious of
This plan was interrupted by the civlife prisoners in the United States,
il war. In 1862 Mr. Baer went to
out his thirty-sixttoday rounded
the front as captain of a company of
year of solitary confinement" in the volunteers.
After the close of the
state prison at Charlestown. At the
war he resumed his law studies and
age of sixteen he was sent to prison was admitted to the
bar in 1865.
for torturing and murdering little
1870
In
Mr.
who
had already
Baer,
children. While "solitary imprisonin
attained
his profespiromlneice
is
name
ment"
the
given to the pun
ishment' Pomeroy is undergoing, it sion, though not yet 30 years old, pro
does not mean that he never leaves secuted an action for damages
his cell. Bach day, while the other against! the Reading railroad 00 ably
prisoners are at work, he is permit and successfully that he was mads
ted to walk in a small yard where no counsel for the railroad company. In
eye except that of the guard can see this position he was able to extend
him. During his many years behind the field of, his operations, and so
has educated him successfully did he embrace the op
the bars Pomor-oself from books in the prison's large portunities offered to him, that he
soon became an Important factor in
library.
many industrial and financial enterMAYFLOWER FOLKS AT WORK prises and especially in coal mining
Plymouth, Mass., Sept. 6. The sixth companies.
For a considerable time Mr. Baer
triennial congress of the General So
ciety of Mayflower Descendants, is was the confidential adviser of J.
now in progress in this town. The Pierpont Morgan. The two
in the plan to unite tinder one
society Includes' local branches in
of the
railmanagement
Massachusetts, New York, Connecticut, Pennsylvania, Illinois, New Jep roads with terminals in New York
sey, Ohio, Wisconsin, Rhode Island, City. When the reorganization took
and place In 1901 Mr. Baer was elected
Colorado, Michigan, Minnesota
California.
The society held two president of the Reading company,
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FOR CITY OF SANTA FE
D. C. COLLIER AND OTHERS
OR
GANIZE AND WILL BUILD
''.
,
SOON
,

Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 6, Santa Fe
assured of another important big
Industry by the filing with the corporation commission today of articles of
incorporation 'of the Cold Storage and
Ice company, with a capitalization of
The Incorporators are D. C
$25,000.
Collier, president of the Panama exposition at San Diego, Calif.; Frank
Owen, manager of the Santa Fe "Water
and Light company, and A. J. Griffin,
assistant manager of the same concern. A strictly modern and commodious ice and cold storage plant will
be built at once, which will handle
large quantities of fruit and other peiv
ishables and ship to all parts of the
Btate. A packing plant may be added
later. It is considered significant thrl
a man like Mr. Collier should decide
to put his money into such an enterprise at this place.
Is

.

col-leg- e

h

,

coal-carryi-

business sessions today, with a lun the Philadelphia and Reading Railcheon in the First church. Tomorrow way company, the Philadelphia and
the delegates will go to Clark's Is Reading Coal and and Iron company
land, where the Pilgrims worshipped
the first day after they landed at Ply
mouth. The Cape Cod canal and other places of interest will be visited
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Eokmnn's Alterative Is being- used with
access in the treatment of Tuberculosis
in all parts of the country. Persons who
have taken it, improved, gained weight,
exhausting night sweats stopped, fever diminished; and many recovered. If you are
Interested to know more about it, we will
put yon In touch with some who are now
well. Ton can Investigate and judge tot
yourself. Bead of Mrs. Govert's recovery.
Griffith, Ind.
"Gentlemen: Thinking that perhaps a
short history of the remarkable recovery
of my mother-in-la(Mrs. Anna Govert)
might benefit some other sufferers, I
Abont
give the following testimonial:
September 10, 1908, she was taken sick
with Catarrhal Pneumonia, and continualworse, requiring a trained nurse.
' ly grewsweats
were so bad that it was
Night
necessary to change her clothing once Of
twice every night j her cough Increased
end got so bad that everybody expected
thst she would not live much longer.
In Jannary, when Rev. Wm. Berg, of
St. M!rhae''
Choroh, at Sherevld.. rnd
prepared for her death,- he recommended
that I. get Sckman's Alterative, and see
If it would not give her some relief. I
then requested the attending physician to
give his diagnosis and he informed me
that she had Consumption and was beyond all medical aid. When I asked If
he thought that it was useless to try the
Alterative, he replied that 'No physician
could help her any and I could suit mySo I immediately
self about it.'
had
Rev. Wm. Berg to send for a bottle.
Practically without hope for recovery, I
insisted that she try the Alterative, which
she did. I nm glad to say that she soon
began to improve. Now, she works as
hard as ever, weighs twenty pounds
heavier than she ever did before she took
sick, and is in good health. She frankly
says she owes her life and health to
Eckman's Alterative."
JOS. GRIMMER.
(Sworn Affidavit)
Eckman's Alterative Is effective in Bronchitis, Asthma, Hay Fever; Throat and
Lung Trouble, and in upbuilding the
system. Does not contain poisons, opiates
g
or
drugs. Ask for booklet
telling of recoveries and write to Eckman
Laboratory, Philadelphia, Pa., for more evidence. For sale by all leading druggists

Little Rock, Ark., Sept 6. Arkansas voters will go to the polls next
Monday to select a complete set ol
state and county officers and 'vote
for or agalnat the adoption of a number of proposed amendments to the
state constitution. As a victory for
the democratic ticket beaded by Congressman Joe T. Robinson as tha
candidate for governor is a foregone
vuuuwiuu, uii uiiore&i iu uie election is confined practically to the
vote oa the proposed amendments,
several of which are of a highly important character.
The election will afford the first
practical test of the Initiative and referendum in Arkansas, which places
responsibilities upon the voters here- '
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Went to Ear, Shoulders and Whole
Body! Thickjind Sticky on Head.
Eruption Covered With Blood. Cuticura Soap and Ointment Cured.

all dealers.

IT' PAYS TO' 'BUY1

'AEIWERTIBEi

Ransom, III.
"The trouble started on
our baby when he was only about two
weeks old. Started like little white pimples;
looked like an old scab of
blood and matter. His whole
head was covered for a few
months then it went to his
ear, shoulders, and his whole
body. It seemed to come out
thick and sticky on his head,'
while on the other parts of
his body It was more like
water coming oat of the skin.
Ho would scratch mtil the
eruption would be all covered
with blood and gradually
spread. The least little stir or rub would
cause the sores to bleed, spread and itch.
Never bad a full night's sleep, restless all
night.
"The sores were horrid to look at. It
lasted until he was about two and a half
years old., Then we saw an eczema advertisement In the paper to use
, but it
did no good. Then we used Cuticura Soap
and Cuticura Ointment. Wo put the Cuticura Ointment on thick at bed time and put
a tight hood on so be could not scratch the
sores. Thou we washed it clean with Cuticura Soap snd warm wator twice a day, and
he was completely cured." (Signed) Mrs.
E. F. Sulzberger, Dec. 30. 1911. .
Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Olntmentaro
sold throughout the world. Liberal sample of
each mailed free, with 32-Skin Book. Address post-car- d
"Cuticura, Dept.T, Bostos,."
AiTTender-faced
men should use Cuticura
Soap Shaving Stick, 2S& Sample free.

i
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Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.'
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prorV
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
'
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
,
11
Yon are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.
'

It
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Tf von knew rtt then rani voliia nf
Chamberlain's Liniment for lame
back, soreness of the mind
onmina
and rheumatic pains, you would never
ibu iu ue witnouc it.
sale by

HEAD COVERED WITH
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WHITEPiPLES'
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legislature. Chief among the measur
es to be submitted is the act provid
ing for statewide prohibiten and the
act providing an almost new revenue law for the state, commonly
known as the Turner-Jacobso-n
bill.
The proposed act providing for
statewide prohibition prohibits
the
manufacture, sale orj giving away in
the state of Arkansas alcohol, or any
splritous, ardent, malt, vinous or fermented liquors, or any compound or
preparation thereof commonly called
tonlo bitters or medicinal liquors. The
penalty for the first offense is a fine
of not less than $50 nor more than
$500 and for the second or any subse
quent offense the fine is not less than
$100 nor more than $1,000 and Imprisonment in jail not less than three
months nor more than 12 months.
Each sale or gift shall bo constituted a separate offense.
The third of the proposed amendments, and the one in which probably
more interest is being manifested
than In any of the others, Is that providing for the recall. All state and
county officers, Including the Judges;
are affected by the proposed amendment The amendment is probably
the most drastio of its kind that has
been proposed in any of- the stais
and it Is the general belief that It
will be rejected at the polls. The opposition to the measure Is based largely upon the provision that only 12
per cent of the voters la necessary
to initiate the recall of any official.
Another feature that is regarded as
objectionable is the provision for the
election of the successor of the official proposed for recall at the same
time the question of his recall is vofr
ed on, and the barring of the official
from being a candidate.
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Cluba In Greater New York

grades between the "firsts" and those
EGG
discarded as bad.
The department condemns the method of selling eggs by "case count".
AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT BEThe case count method takes no notice BOXING SHQWED INCREASE IN
LIEVES FARMERS WILL
POPULARITY IN NEW YORK
of partially or entirely bad eggs. The
BENEFIT BY IT
STATE
department suggests that the "loss-of- "
substituted.
Under
be
',,
system
Washington, Sept. 6. Eggs have this, the bad eggs are charged against
(By Frank S. O'Nail)
doubled in price during the pnst ten
the farmer, and for them he receives
Xew York, Sept. 6. New' York
years, but if the agricultural depart- nothing.
siaie
has become during the past the
ment; Is successful in the movement It
The department argues that the, in- object on which the eyes of the intelli.
is undertaking to teach the scientific
auguration of this system would pro- gent sporting world have 'been fixed
production and handling of eggs, It is vide an inducement for the, eggs rais- with all
the interest that attaches to
expected the present price will be ers to interest themselves in the Im- a novel
experiment the management
greatly reduced.
provement of their product and ulti- and control of' boxing by legislation.
Over $45,000,000 worth of eggs anmately react to their own good. It also
We often hear a great deal about
nually are lost from causes which! are Is urged that cash be paid for eggs
the so called "Horton law" which perpreventable according to estimates of instead of offering merchandise in remitted boxing in this state. This law
the department. Onethlrd of this loss turn.
was passed on April 17, 1896; went inis due to the premature development An extension, of various
preserving to effect on September 1, 1896, and
of the embryo chick. Farmers are methods, such as
dry, flaking and provided as follows:
"Sparring exhiurged by the agricultural experta to freezing, is also divided, Nearly
bitions
with
not less than
of
gloves
segegate the roosters after June 1,
worth of eggs! annually are five ounces in
weight may be held by
and "so eliminate this loss. This sim- rendered useless by whole or
partial a domestic Incorporated athletic asple expedient, they declare, would be breakage, or because of a discoloraeffective and equivalent to a saving of tion of the shell. Neither or these de- sociation in a building leased by it
for athletic purposes only for at ieast
as much as three cents a dozen on fects would affect the use of the
egg one
year, or In a building owned or
the marketed eggs. The fertile egga for cooking puposes. Active efforts
occupied by such association."
Tseep longer with less care and it is are being made to
bring about more
The Horton law was in the nature
declared are produced' equally as extensive use of toe various preservof a license to an athletic club and
abundantly.
Dr. Doolittle, acting
ing processes.
Almost another third of the loss is" chief of the pure food board, is) an en- provided for no control or jurisdiction
due to a habit of farmers and egg thusiast on this subject, and probably over the culbs promoting the contests
dealers of holding back eggs during will Institute an extensive campaign or over the contestants.
On September 1, 1900, the day fol
the fall months. Prices are them ra- for the promulgation of the process
the memorabe contest between
In
and
belief
lowing
that
the
if
pidly advancing,
he should succeed Dr.' Wiley per
James J, Corbett and Kid McCoy at
a greatfil1 return will be eralized, the manently.
eggs are not allowed to go on the marA table of prices of eggs since 1900 the Garden, the legislature of this
ket when they are fesh. Owing to shows how steady has been the rise. state repealed this act and enacted
the porous construction of a egg In 1907 there was an artificial rise, the following legislation: "Any pershell, moisture can evaporate through probably on account of the panic, son who, within this state, engages
ft. The resulf of holding the eggs, which was corrected by a drop in in, instigates, aids, encourages or
therefore, is to cause a shrinkage of prices the following year. In spite of does any act to further a contention,
the contents, reducing their value a few minor fluctuations, however, the or fight, without weapons, between
and preventing their sale in. the bet- - table shows a steady and persistent two or more persons, or a light comter class of martlets. If the fanners increase:
monly called a ring or prize fight, eithwould discontinue this practice the Year
Low Price
High Price er within or without the state, or who
engages in a public or private spar29.
agricultural experta declare they ac- 1900 ........... 12
ring exhibition, with or without gloves
31
tually would get more for their eggs. 1901. .......... 13
"
within the state, at which an admis37
15.5
Dirty eggs are the cause of a loss 1902
sion fee is charged or received, either
of nearly two per cent of the entire 1903
45
...15
'
or Indirectly, or who sends
Broken eggs cause a 1904
47
crop produced.
.
, directly
...16
or publishes a challenge for such a
1ike loss. Both of these factors are 1905 ... ......... 16.5
40
to general 1906'
contention, exhibition or fight, or car-rie-s
14.5
Contrary
preventable.
s45
or delivers sue ha .'challenge or
50
opinion, only about three per cenf, of 1907 ........... 16
all the eggs are lost on account of 1908
55
15
acceptance, or trains' or assists any
person in training or preparing for
55
1909
19.
spoiling in some way or. another.
such a contention, exhibition or fight,
55
The ordinary form of "bad" egg is 1910
... 22
is guilty of a misdemeanor."
60
.'17
the least dangerous, and .possibly the 1911
least numerous, it is asserted. It afAfter September 1, 1900, boxing
fords prima facie evidence of "its un- $80,000,000.00 lost
died out in this state, In fact sparring
Wage
Annually
by
fitness for food. Eggs that are inexhibitions were crlmlnaL The legisEarners
Dr. Sadler estimates
that about lature even provided that any spoken
fected with bacteria, however, present
in wages is lost annual- or written
a danger much more Insidious. The $80,000,000.00
word expressing or implyly to the American people as a direct
the
of
egg
pores
comparatively large
result of colds. Lost time means lost ing a desire oi challenge to engage
shells afford an easy entrance to any" wages and doctoring is expensive. In a boxing exhibition was a violation
form of disease germa. iThey are Use Foley's Honey and Tar Compound of the penal law.
It will stop the cough, and
Jtept out of the egg Itself only by the promptly.
Again, the legislature enacted a
heal and sooth the sore and inflamed
surthe
inner
membrane
thin
llnig
air passages. O. Q, Schafer and Red law that a person who leaves' this
Cross Drug Co.
,
face of the shell.
state to engage in a boxing contest
This membrane is impervious only
outside the state was guilty of a misso long as kept dry. As soon as it is DR. MAXWELL'S ANNIVERSARY. demeanor, and gave power to a magNew York, Sept. 6. The many istrate to Issue a warrant to
moistened it no longer affords a barapprerier to the entrance of disease gems. friends of Dr. William H. Maxwell hend the boxers contemplating the
a
in
observance
suitable
As a result, eggs may become danger- joined today
giving of the exhibition and requiring
ous contaminated through, improper of the twenty-fiftanniversary of his them to give a bond in the sum of
handling in storage or shipment by appointment as superintendent of $1,000 conditioned that such boxers
schools in New York. Dr. Maxwell will not for one
permitting them to become wet.
year thereafter comThe "candling" of eggs is recom- was born in Ireland Bixty years ago mit any such offense.
To the unini- and came to the United States In
mended emphatically.
In the statute prohibiting boxing
tiated this is usually regarded as a 1874. In 1887 he became superintend which
repealed the Horton law1, the
very mysterious process. As a matter ent of schools in Brooklyn and since guilt or Innocence of the
participants
suof
of fact,, ill consist merely of examln 1898 he has held the position
depended substantially upon whether
schools
the
of
all
public
a
light perintendent
ing each individual egg before
or not the prosecuting officer could
;,
from an electric bulb or candle. Ex of Greater New York.
prove beyond a reasonable doubt that
an admission fee was charged or received from spectators witnessing the
contest. The promoters claimed that
no admission fee was charged. They
iThe strength, yigor and health further claimed that all" spectators
enjoyed by Mr. K. n. cnase, were bona fide members of the club,
who is almost 79 years of age, paying their monthly or yearly dues,
are most remarkable, and he as the case may be.
says it is all due to the use of
This state of affairs only created
"Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey.
endless litigation, raids and opprei
"I have used Duffy's Pure Malt skin. Senator James
Frawley con. , ,
Whiskey for over 13 years, and ceived the idea of legalizing boxing
j
79
can
although nearly
and placing the game in the hands of
most of the young men of
a commission, giving the commission
and
ability
My strength, activity
life
are all due'to your jurisdiction over boxers and the proto enjoy
moters of boxing.
valuable medicine. I am now neThe vast tax coming from the variin
a
farm
fruit
gotiating starting
Washington or Michigan, as I feel ous clubs' throughout the Btate which
like a young man with all the, is constantly pouring into the treasworld before me. I will always ury of the state constitutes a fund
keep Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey which Is" annually disbursed for the
with me, and I recommend it to promotion of agricultural and domesall old people who wish to keep tic arts and for the promotion of eduyoung and vigordus." R. II. cation along agricultural lines, for the
Chase, 7218 S. Morgan St., Chipromotion of th improvement of cate.
MR. R. H. CHASE. 79 rears of
cago, in.
tle, sheep, horses and other domestic
animals at the various fairs throughout the state.
PI Sfi i ta a u
Up to date there are no less than
75 clubs operating under the Frawley
th'a
of vouth has been used for more than half a cen
success in the treatment and prevention of all
law. The capital Invested' in boxing
tury with great stomach
troubles and for all weakened and runand'
clubs reaches $3,500,000.
throat, lung
The gross
down conditions. The merit and honesty of an article that has been receipts from boxing contests have
of
for
a
cannot
time
such
length
used and approved of by the public
now reached nearly f l.OOO.DOO. The
be questioned. Its fame has spread the world over, and it stands
the most celebrated and most successful medicine and body number of licenses granted in the eny
tire state is 81. The number of clubs
builder known.
PUFFV'S
pvrrrr YQU C-in operation through the stato is 75.
and dealers, fi.oo
?M in SEALED BOTTLES ONLY by druggists, grocers,
Six clubs have had their licenses eithwith
free
illustrated
advice
for
doctors
absolutely
Write our
booklet. The Duffy Malt Whiskey Co.. Rochester. N. Y.
er revoked or returned.
'
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OF "SUNSHINE

'

STATE'S" FLAG UPON THE
CHOSEN LOCATION

....EDITOR

PADGETT

In

San

exposition
Entered at the postofflce at East ego, Calif., In 1915
appeared in the
transmisfor
Las Vegas, New Mexico;
San Diego Union of August 29:
sion through the United States malls
R. E. Twitchell,' chairman of the
as second .class matter.
New Mexico state commission, thrusl
the Iron shod pole of the New Mexi
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
co flag Into the earta on the exposition grounds this, morning and fixed
Dally, by Carrier:
Per Copy
...........I .05 the site" of New Mexico's' exhibit with
15 the
One Week
remark; (.,".!
.65
One Month
Thisisultsime,!. Mr. Jastro. How
7.50 about
One Year
you?, .
"Suits me, said, .Commissioner H,
Daily by Mall
..$6.00 A. Jas'tro "'.'''
One Year
... 3.00 Thus was selected the site for New
Six Months
Mexico's section, a section that will
be one 4f tif most striking-an- d

;

4,1

The following account of the for
mal appropriation ot the site for
New tMexico'e building at the Pana

K

Di-

"

1

1

!i

WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
whole exposition, for
GROWER
the commission flaws to build a, rep
One Year
.........$2.00 lica of the old mission church at
Bix Months
Pecos, NVM., in which it will install
an exhibit and around which It1 will
Mail
In
Advance
for
Subscrip group features that ' Will show com(Cash
pletely the resources and opportunitions)
Remit by draft, check or money ties of one of the newest states, one
order. If sent otherwise we will not of our largest political divisions and
the center of the great southwest em
be responsible for loss.
Specimen
tion.
ALL

copies

PAPERS

and countries and it is understood
that because of it, several countries
that will , not have buildings at the
.
san Francisco exposition wiu nav
elaborate displays at the ranama-CaPANAMA
THE
PRESIDENT OF,
nfornIa celebration.
Colonel Collier, who came in from
CALIFORNIA FAIR COMFLI-MENT- S
Santa Fe last evening with Frank
05
SELECTION
of the Capital City Light and
' Owens
Power company, and F. C. Wilson,
COLONEL TWITCHELL.
lfr.1,1 a representative of The Optlo
Ve- '
lust evening that his visit to Las
New
j
the
.business
for
"The site selected
wag on imrely personal
j
Mexico building at the Panama-Cali- had nott,!ng to do with the San
tornla exposition, to be held in Sanj,
eXFOStin.
Diego in 1915, is one of the finest on'j Coom; Collier k a tue New Mexthe exposition grounds, and If uiej lco booster, bavins a number of inlen
plans outlined by Colonel K. E. Twit ests In the new state, and can alchell of the New Mexico commission ways be counted on to say a good
for ,the "Sunshine State" (building are word for the "Sunshine State." Colcarried out. New Mexico will have one onel Collier is a believer in the reof the most unique and most attract- sources of New Mex'eo and has shown
ive displays at the exposition."
his faith ''in Its future by numerous
Such was the statement of Colonel investments. Ite is heavily interestof the San ed in the cold storage plant which is
D. C, Collier, president
Diego exposition, who was a visitor to be erected in Santa Fe in the near
in Las Vegas today. The New Mexico future.
'
site, says Colonel Collier, commands
Colonel Collier expects to return to
a view both from the city and from Santa Fe tonight, from whence after
the bay, and is an ideal location for a a short stop he will continue westward
building such as proposed by the New to his home in San Diego.
The exposition
Mexico commission
site Is on a mesa cut with canyons,
250' feet above the city and bay. The
MEET.
TAFT AT WATERWAYS
grounds are to have two entrances,
New London, Conn., Sept. ti. Presand, according to Colonel Collier, the ident Taft visited New London today
New Mexico building will be seen from and delivered en address before the
both entrances and attract the' imme- convention of the Atlantic Deepsr
diate attention of visitors entering the Waterways association.
The address
exposition grounds. The New Mexico was delivered at historic old Fort
building will be erected on one of the Griswold, on Groton
Heights. The
highest points on the grounds, on the president arrived on the yacht Mayedge of one of the canyons dividing flower and was greeted with a salute
the exposition grounds,
V "'. of 21 guns from the battleship IlliPreparations for the big San Diego nois now in the harbor. A detail of
event are progressing In fine style ac- Connecticut militia acted as escort
cording to the president, and though to the Hotel Griswold, where the
he acknowledges that they will be
president was entertained at luncn-eorushed he says that everything will
be in readiness for the grand opening
of the year's celebration when the
CHICAGO EOARD OF TRADE
year 1915 rolls around.
Chicago, Sept. ; 6.- - Liberal worM
Colonel Collier has but recently returned from a successful trip to Bra- shipments t imed the wheat market
zil on business relative to the exposi- downward todav. The opening varied
lower to
up. The start
tion, and states that xn ali sides he from
t.. !t'4 unfinds Interest in the coming
San for December was 91
A define to
advance.
Diego celebration, which he believes changed to
followed. The close was steady
will be the greatest event of it9 kind 90
at 90
but
for December.
ever held.
Belief that promising crop condiThe plan of the Sah Diego exposition differs in many ways from that tions had been fully discounted rallied
of the San Francisco event, and, ac- Corn, despito tctive unloidins on the
cording to Colonel Collier, will eclipse part of a leading firm. December
down to a Hl;e advanct at
this affair because of their differen- opened
ces. The San Diego celebration Is 54 to 54y, and rose to 54
The dose
being carried out in such a manner was steady with December 51, the
that it Is possible for states such as same as last night
Oats reflected the course of corn.
New Mexico, who will expend but little compared with the. richer states, December started unchanged at 32li
to make some showing; as a result, touched 32 and then climbed to 32.
these states will make their splurge
Fairly good commission demand put
at this event In the San Diego strength Into provisions. First transtate
exposition,
enterprises will sactions ranged from last night's lev--'
be allowed to place their exhibits in el to 1 cent higher, with January
the state building, and not be com- $19.50 for pork; $10.72 for lard and
pelled to place them In buildings de- $10,000 to $10.15 for ribs.
The closvoted to the; separate branches. By ing quotations were as follows:
this plan the agriculture of New MexWheat, September 90
December
ico will not be placed beside that of
California or some other more exten
Corn, September 73; December 54
; December
sively developed state, but will he' in Oats, September 31
the New Mexico building, and the Im- 32.
pression on the exposition visitors
Pork, September $17.22.
will be better. This plan hag met
Lard, September $11.10.
with the approval of all the states
Ribs, September $10.90.

NEW MEXICO'S BUILDING WILL OCCUPY BEST SITE ON EXPOSITION GROUNI
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I
?
pire.
The two commissioners
arrived
Wednesday morning Colonel Twitch
ell from Santa Fe,,.N. M., and Mr.
Jastro from Bakersfield. They came
for the express purpose ot selecting
a site' for New Mexico in order to report to Governor McDonald on September 9, at which time he has ordered a report from the commission.
The last meeting was held in Santa
Fe August 5 when the commission
determined upon the scope and character of its exhibit and resolved to
make the most of the opportunity at
San Diego. 'At! the same time' Commissioner Twitchell was instructed
to come here with Mr. Jastro and
select .the;:, bestj Styd most, available
site for New Mexico This they did
i
v
Wednesday morning.
The site on which the flag is plant
ed is directly acros the main drive
from the Arizona site, opposite Juniper street and in, front of the admin
istration building.' If Is visible from
practically every portion of the ex
position grounds and is the moBt
dominant site." from the West Park
boulevard and; Laurel street entrance
as well' as from the whole west side
It will be the main state building on
the riglit of the bridge across Cabrillo canyon and is easily the best site
for a building "remaining unappropro
priated.
'I am satisfied that New Mexico
wants the very heat site you have
for a state building." was Commis
sioner Twitchell's opening remark at
a conference between the commis
sion1, President Collier, Director Gen
eral Allen and Director of Exploitation Hogaboom. in the administration
"Not only that, but the
building.
commission,; fs unanimous in the be
lief that New Mexico must make a
showing here second to no other
state in the union and the commis..

The officers of

the Young Men's
Christian association,' assisted by In- -'
tarnational Secretary George McDill
and a number of the members of the
v. lu(i's;)P6fi
.raea'iL class of the Institu
tion, this morning began the annual
canvass for new members. Residents
of the city, reallalng the Importance
of the Y. M. C. A., responded liberally
and there Is every indication that the
association will increase its membership materially.
The Y. M. C. A. la an institution
that means much for Las Vegas. It
does a work that no other Institution
can do. It provides for hoys and
young men healthy recreation amid
morally and physically healthy surroundings. It means that the young
manhood of the city is being made
ready to become exemplary citizens
and useful members of the communi
ty. For the modest membership fee
charged a world of benefits are given
In return. The merchant, the doctor,
the lawyer, or any other man in the
community, cannot afford not to in
vest in the Y. M. C. A., for when he
gives the Institution his moral and
financial suport he Is Investing in
.clean, strong young manhood.
o
't
AUTUMN RACE MEETING
Montreal,' Sept 6. Everything Is in
ireadiness for the opening tomorrow
of the autumn race meeting of the
Montreal Jockey club. The stables
at the Blue Bonnets track are filled
with fast horses and all Indications
v
point to a week of excellent spori.
The big events for the opening day
will foe the, classic King's Plate, one
mile and a quarter, for
and up, owned, bred and raised In the
province of Quebec,. and the Earl Grey
Cup handicap, one. mile and a. quarand up, with
ter, for
$1,200 added by the Montreal Jockey

--

three-year-ol-

three-year-old- s,

club.

;

sion will so"- recommend unanimously at a meeting called by Governor
McDonald for September 9. We understand , Arizona has selected her
site and we will do as much if not
more than Arizona, for we are, If I
may be permitted to say so, a bigger
state than Arizona and have Just
-

as fine resources if not finer.
"Now . with this understanding,
'
gentlemen to ofwhat have you
fer?" he began.
"Let's go out on the grounds," suggested Director .Genera- - Allen.
All clambered into automobiles ana
Arizona site, acro3S
went out to
and around Jt, Vthe site opposite
and between Arina and the mam

th'

"This high, ground looks good to
me," 4eolare4.(TwitclieU.
Col"Stop the car'- $iUed Colonel
jn-- ;
lier. m tlm
The fear iw,fta, stopped and the commissioners .got-, out. walked arounu
the section' and came to a standstill
at the highest point,
loA few minutes ot discussion of
cation1 with relation to other features
of the exposition was terminated by
Commissioner Twitchell, who thrust
the flag pole into the ground and
turned to Commissioner Jastro. Jaswith the final
tro was agreeable
statement --that ' if the New Mexico
legislature shall refuse to make any
appropriation at all. the commissioners are not bound for my damages
or ground rents,: which was agreeable to the exposition officials, the
seal of approval was set on the site
and the flag' was fixed in place,
where It will float until the Winds of
the Pacific shall fray It out, when
another will be put up.
-

FESTIVAL. TO EXPLOIT,, fVINTAGE
the
St. Helena, Cal., Sept.
coronation of a carnival queen St.
Helena today ushered in a four days'
vintage festival, intended to exploit

the virticultural and horticultural resources and Industries of this section
of California. The festival includes
elaborate exhibits of grapes, wine,
grape juice, wine making machinery
and decoratve features suggestive of
vineyards and wineries.
TO WATCH MEXICAN SITUATION
Boston, Sept 6. The cruiser Des
Moines, in command of Commander
Charles B. Hughes, sailed from the
Charles town navy yard today for a
cruise along the east coast of Mes-ico- ,
for the protection of American

Interests there if necessary. The
vessel will eto'p at Vera Cruz, Tam-plcProgresso,- - and other points.

o,

COLONEL

TWITCHELL

NEW

PLANTING

The commission plans to get busy
righi away. Following the meeting
of the commission September 9 an
effort will be made to start some
trees and shrubbery.
The Btate
'
to
will
be
asked
for
pay
plantatloi and the appropriation
sired will be put through the legislature at the next session. New Mexico has some money in hev general
fund for general purposes and it is
possible the governor will use some
of this as an advance to the commission for preliminary work, as the
plans of the commission are comprehensive and there is necessity for immediate work in some direction.
"You can say," said Commissioner

ter opportunities than any other
state in the union. All these we will
Bhow here with the certainty that
we will attract more attention at San
Diego than a whole lot more money
would give us at San Francisco. I
vill be back here in about a month
fact this is not my first, visit
here. At that time I hope to get
Something started."
I Commissioner
Jastro, while not as
Commissioner
as
enthusiastic
Twitchell expressed the same senti
ments in regard to having an ade
quate1 section for New Mexico,
seconds everything Twitchell says
but did not care to express himself
as freely.
'After the session at the expos!
tlon grounds, the commissioners
were entertained at lunch ' at the
.

STANDARD

ON PACIFIC COAST.

some of
higher priced specialties,
which recorded further extravagant
pains. Lehigh Valley and Canadian
CONVENTION COOSEN Pacific were heavy and other prominent rallors shaded to below yesterday's final figures in the course of
OF PRECINCT 29 HOLD the first hour. Coppers and Steel
owed much of their steadiness to forMEETING IN THE CITY

UELEliATtS TO COUNTY

-

Twitchell to The Union representative, "that the commission will be a
unit in recommending an appropria- tlon of $250,000 tor' exposition pwH
poses. From this fund we will put
an exhibit here that will be a credit
to New Mexico. The plans of your
exposition and the method of pro-- ;
cedure, your offer of service from
your publicity ' department, as well
as from your division of works; everything is so entirely different from
the methods of the old expositions,
that I am charmed' and delighted to
he able to do bustm-swith you. Formerly a commission began to pay out
sums of money for every little thing.
Privileges, conveniences and necessi- ties were farmed out. I have been
at all the expositions and I tell you
your people here have the right Idea.
We will get a dollar's worth of value
for every dollar we spend here and
we intend to spend enough to make
of New Mexico's exhibit one of the
best if not the best on the grounds.
We have the material and we have
the men. We have the money and
New Mexico presents more and bet-

MEXICO'S

HALL

The democrats of Preelinct 2') met
last evening in the city hall and held
a primary, choosing 40 delegates to
the county convention, which convenes tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock
The delegates
in the court house.
.

were chosen as follows:
James;
Pat McElroy, R. E. Vasse, John
Jones, William Sparks, W. A. Glvens,
M. Ceilers, F J. Wesner, C. W. Wes- ner, John L. Zimmerman A. a. Jones,
w. g. Ogle, E. V. Long, En" Lewis,
Dr. F. H. Crail, E. G. Murphey
Abeytia, D. W. Condon, D. Duran, Vidal Salazar, Vicent Trade.
'

Kaufman Juan

r...n

M.

hti

1.

lost
Important stocks generally
manifested a sagging tendency. The
last sales were" as follows:
Amalgamated

87
127

Copper

Trnjillo, Epifanio American Beet Sugar

tv.i.i

rr...,.,

r

.

blo, Manuel E. Martinez, p.dt'aol
tinez, Charles Tamme H. G. Ooors,
Archie Talley, Frank C. McGuire1,
Fred Brefeld, A. P. Moian, Dr. W. P.
Mills, Dr, R. K, McClanahai, Joe
Gregorlo Alires, Ramon Manza-uare- s
and Simon Hoffman.
The following were elected mem
bers of the nrecinet democratic eom-Mar-

Pa-dill-a,

v v t,.

eign demand.
Bonds were Irregular, Room shorts
bought stocks after midday and pric
es crept up gradually to where they
left off yesterday. The various ftertl-lize- r
issues were especially active.
The market underwent no material
change in the late afternoon asid.e
from Its greater dullness and belated
rise In obscure specialties. The mar
ket closed heavy., Railroad
stocks
dropped ai?aln in the closing dealings,
particularly Canadian Pacific, ,wh!ch

. ...
Atchison
Great Northern
New York Central
Northern Pacific
Reading

oiai

...139

.....................
...

KANSAS'. CITY LJVE

Kansas' City,

115
127

;

Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd.

n

t

W. Condon, P. D. McKboy, Manuel
Martinez, and Epifanio &!!riglis. Wil
mem
liam G. Haydon was n'ected
ber of the county central 'committee.
At the gathering Iks? uigV. a Wilson Progressive Democratic lub was
was
Wesner
Frank,
organized.
nation
elected president of the
and John L. Zimuierrnai was cnosen
secretary. This club is to be a cub
for San Miguel county and not Pre
cinct No. 29 alone.
A committee composed of M. Col
ters, George H. Hunker, Dr. VV. M,
Sparks, W. G. Haydon and F. J.
was appoin:ei to call on the
nnd ask that
county commlBs!-jn'i'two polling places in Precinct 29 be
established for the coming elect;oi,.

......107

.169
111
171
73
113

STOCK

6.

NSept.

.

Cattle,

re-

ceipts 1,500, including 1,000 southerns.
Market steady to1 strong. Native steers
$6.50(ffil0.50; southern steers $4.25
6.50; southern cows and heifers
$3. 25 5. 25; native cows and heifers

$3.258.50;
$4.507.5,0;

stockers

and

feeders

bulls

$45.25; calves
$59; western steers $5.509; west-

ern cows $3,25 S. 50.
Hogs, receipts 1,500. Market strong
to 5 cents higher. Bulk of sales

$8.408.70; heavy $8.358.55; packers and butchers $8.408.70; lights
pigs $66.75.
Sheep, receipts 1,000. Market stea-

$8.508.75;

Muttons $3.754.50; lambs $6.25
range wethers and .yearlings
$45.50; range ewes $2.504.25.
dy.

7.10;

.'

i

v

'...

Cuumaca club by Colonel Collier
and the members ct the executive
committee of the
exposition, and
they left on the 3 o'clock train for
Los Angeles.
The action of the New Mexico com
mission makes five states that have
definitely and tentatively selected
their sites. New Mexico and Arizona,
from their Juxtaposition with south
ern California, the ., three sections
Comprising what f.is; ikndwn as the
Empire''1; are' together
Southwest
and are in about the most prominent
locality on the 'grounds allotted to
Colorado
state buildings.
Nevada,
and Utah will be contiguous and Ida
ho will be but a stone's throw away
this group. Commissioners
from
from all these states, except Nevada,
have been on the ground and ex'
pressed a preference for locations
that are being reserved until definite
action can be taken in the respective
states.
The New Mexico commission

con-

sists of Governor McDonald,
Hagerman, Dr. Shuler, Colonel
Twitchell and Cornel Jastro, the last
three having been on the ground.
Governor Hagerman is expeoted in
Ban Diego today, and he will be
shown over the grounds and made
familiar with the site, following a
meeting between Commissioners Jastro, Twitchell and himself this evening in Los Angeles.

v

CALL FOR PRIMARY.
Notice is hereby given that a pri
mary of the republican voters of
of San
Precinct No. 29 of the county
'
Miguel will be held in the city hall
of the city of Las Vegas, at 8 o'clock
In the evening of Monday," the 9th
r the Pur-day of September, 1912,
eleven
of
(11) dele
choosing
pose
gates from said precinct to the re
publican connty convention of San
Miguel county which has been called
to meet September 11, 1912, to choose
delegates from said county to the re
publican state convention at Albu
Said primary Is also called
querque.
for the purpose of transacting any
other business that may be r toper to
come before it.' All republican voters
of said precinct are urged to be pres-

ent.
;

.

J. S. DUNCAN, Chairman.

DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION. '
Democratic
delegate and mass
convention at the court house, Las
Vegas, N, M., Saturday, September
7, commencing at 10 o'clock a. m.
for the selection of delegates to attend democratic state convention at
;

Albuquerque.
Good speaking

and good time.
Democrats and progressives Invited.
Front seats
Standpatters welcome.
reserved for the standpatters. Come
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OF WHAT'S NEW FOR FALL IN LADIES'
SUITS AND COATS
ONE to soon to be irivina
"

c..5 auu VVC
thought to vmir pnriv
paii "Juh
j
j
are prepared to show you the newest styles in assortments most
j comprehensive. The new Fall Coats are
here, also, M the fa
shionable new materials and styles, and the values in both coats and
suits are unqualifiedly the best we have ever been enabled to offer you,'
The new suit materials Include wool eponge, new chevrons,-diagonalweaves in solid colors and.serges. In the coats the fabrics most
popular
are broadcloths in all colors, chinchillas, fancy mixtures and wide weave
'
i

I

.

--

-

serges,

everybody.
ELMER E. VEEDEK,
Chairman.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Sept 6. Early trading
in stocks today was almost too per
functory to call for serious comment.
Opening prices were some higher, decidedly so in a few instances, but the
movement soon ran largely into the

ui

See the
New Silk

--

.
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THE

STORE CF CUAUTV'

The

Crepe

Dreu

Meteor-t- he

Goods

Rage for
Fall Wear

E.LASVECAS.

N.F.i:

Are
Here
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PERSONALS

IF

We are proud to sa, we
have the most
line of Ladies' and Misses'
Dresses, Coats, Skirts and
Tailored Suits.
Up-to-dat- e,

Jacob Jenzen was in Las Vegas to
day from his farm on the mesa.
Jacob Regbher was in Las Vegas
today from his farm on the mesa.
C. H, Washbourne of
Albuquerque
was in Las Vegas today on business,
Charles A. Spiess, the attorney, ;left
last evening on a short business trip
to Raton.
II. D. Rice of Trinidad came in last
on' a short
eveulng from Colorado
business 'trip.
Mounted Policeman A. A. Sena left
this afternoon on a ehoit business trip
to Santa Fe.,
v
IX F. McGowan came in last
night
from his home in Albuquerque and
was a vlstor in Las Vegas today.
Mrs. J. T." Rogers, Jr., of Wagon
Mound, and Miss Shedd of Columbus,
O., were visitors in Las Vegas today.
Stephen Powers, superintendent of
the Agua Pura company, left last evening on train No, 2 for La Junta on

"FULL"

rm
rtnlrti
iu inn in run

Tfi

1

BUT IT WAS AT THE Y. M. C. A.
AND THE "FILLING" WAS
VICTUALS.

Just as the
striking 6:30
hungry
seen entering

clocks of

the

city were

last

6, 1912.

ID

BOfilEBOS VILL

BUSINESS

j

E1EN GETS

FOR FALL and WINTER
are striving Daily,

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER

OPTIC,

M SURE 10
CHAMPS

WILL TACKLC

TY COBB

SAYS THEY

I Oreerlli

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
AND
$3.90
PRESS Flour CASH

WILL D"

evening twenty-eigh- t
FEAT NEW YORK IN THE
THE FAST SANTA FE
men might have been
WHITE SOX.
WORLD'S SERIES.
the dining room of the
Young Men's Christian Association.
The Romero baseball team will
If Tyrus Raymond Cobb knows
An , hour and a quarter later they
PRICES
TO SUIT
ALL
to Santa Fe next Sunday for anything about it, and tnere are a lot
journey
emerged, filled to the ears with de- a
game with the Capital City White of people who hold the opinion that
licious viands beautifully cooked, and
Call and See Them
Sox.
The local boys have reinforced he does Boston will win the world's
just as full of good cneer as they their
aggregation in several depart- series this fall, assuming that the
were crammed with victuals.
See us for anything else that's
ments of the game and feel confident Red Sox find themselves opposed to
The occasion was one of the dethat they will - avenge the defeat the New York' Giants. TV taken It
NEW and
lightful little dinners of the Business handed them
by, the Ancient City Pfor granted the New Yorkers' pres
Men's class of the institution, Guests
We Have It.
lads a few weeks ago at Amusement ent lead will carry them through the
were International Secretary George
Park. .The contest staged on low I balance of the season in making this
McDill, whose address la the United
was a close and exciting on.? prediction, though he is none too
Hoffman
States and who spends all of ms grounds
and with the few additions that the sanguine about this.
time going from place to place lendRomeros have made in the past two
Superior pitching, batting and
ing the assistance of his experience
The Popular Price Store
s
weeks they should be able to take fielding are the points on which
and enthusiasm toward stimulating
believes the Hub outfit will grab
their opponents to a cleaning.
business.
In
Agents for the NEW IDEA lOc
interest
the various oung Men's
The Santa Fe New Mexican says the long end of the big split in Oc-- j
PATTERN
J. C. Brown, division auditor for the Christian Associations of the coun
of the coming match: ,
tober. Here Is the way he sizes up
,
Harvey house system,! came in this try, and members of the board of di
Meadow
The
baseball
the situation:
fast
City
FilONE MAIN 104"'.:
afternoon from the southern part of rectors.
team will come down next Sunday
Cobb's Reasons Why.
the state.
There was no formality about the
to get revenge for their defeat
"If the Red Sox get away with the
trying
Myer Hurley of Kansas, Kan., and affair. Everybody was permitted to at the hands of the White Sox two American
league pennant, and they
W. C. Reiser, of . Topeka,
of
railroad drlnft his soup out of the point of weeks ago at Las Vegas. The Las will, they certatinly can down the
the
Condition
of The
iteport
grievance .men, were in Las Vegas his spoon and make as much noise Vegas boys have reinforced their Giants In the world's series, not peras he "zupped" it down as he thought
this afternoon. ,
team greatly and next Sunday they haps in such easy fashion as they
Miss Bertha Sundt left yesterday proper or convenient. It was just as will
try to turn the tables on the did In 1909 but in such a convincing
OF LAS VEGAS.
afternoon for El Rito, where she wi;i permissable to
manipulate one's Santa Fe champions. The game was manner as to leave no doubt as to
at Las Vegas in the State of New
teach school at the Manual Training fork with the left hand In conveying to have been played last Sunday, but which is the better hall club.
'
Mexico,
food to the Interior of the face as it
Normal school.
on account of the
was postponed
"In the first place, I do not conat the close of business, Sept., 4th., 1912
Attorney C. C. Catron of Santa Fe would have been with the right, if death of Miguel Ortiz, father of Man- sider the Giants any (better than two
!
RESOURCES.
came in this morning on train No. 8 anybody found it necessary to jab his ager Daniel C. 'Ortiz. Everything is other clubs that I might name In the
739.697 06
Loans and Discounts
on
business.
He returned to the Cap- neighbor in the ribs wh'.l.j cutting now in readiness for the game Sun- American league. That the Red Sox
0 00
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured
his roast, it was a personal matter
100,000 00 ital
U. S, Bonds to secure circulation
City this afternoon.
day, and the local fans: will witness are the best team in their own orOther Honds to secure U. S. Deposits 7,000 00
- 1.0U0 00
Premiums on U. S. Bonds...;-..- ..
Eugenio Sena, who is employed in between the two men affected and the best contest
of the season as ganization seems to me to be proved
- 44,448 24
Honds, securities, etc
the business of no one else. How both teams are
very evenly matched. by their steady and consistent playBunking house, furniture and fixtures 7,300 00 the filigree jewelry manufacturing
in spite of this latitude, no ap- Two weeks
8,000 00
Other real estate owned
shop of R. J. Taupert, went to Santa ever,
ago the White Sox de- ing. They won their way to the front
Due from National Banks (not rebad form was displayed, feated the Meadow
preciable
131,00039 Fe yesterday to visit his family.
serve agents)- .City bunch at gradually, increased their lead and
Due f roui State and Private Banks
Dr. J. M, Cunningham, president of though nobody took occasion to crook Las Vegas by the close score of 4 held It. , They gained their place ' y
and Bankers, Trust Companies and
632 90
his little finger into an prhsUc pof'.'1 to 2, and next Sunday the score may hard and
Savings Banks".
steady hatting and through
Due from approved reserve agents ... 810.W4 42 the San Miguel National bank, returnwhile lifting his. coffee .cup and oth- be
0ti7 77
Cheeks and other cash items
9
i
from
ed
on
No.
train
closer, and all the fans should heating the Athletics and the best of
last) evening
516
98
Exchanges for Clearing House,
er little super.'lioas niceties were turn out to root f6r the home boyB. their other rivals.
870 00 a week's business trip to St. Paul.
Notes of other National Banks...
They did not gain
to tho delight of everybody.
Fractional paper currency, nickels
omitted,
any almost Invincible lead at the
251 48
Leroy Helfrich, Wells Fargo route
and cents
The eatinis consisted of tomato
Lawful Money Reserve in bank, viz:
start by fattening up on the weaker
YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL
agent, was In Las Vegaa yesterday
- 58.319 85.
Specie
roast beet, hakel potatoes, 'Hisoup,
r
S.952 00 64.171 35
teams.
notes
RESULTS
from the northera
route
en
afternoon
tter beans, green peas, pickls, olives,
Redemption fund with U. S. Treas'r
National League
"They are up on top now and play5,000 00 part of the division to his home in Al(5 per cent of circulation)
bread and butter, cold slaw, fruit salthe Bame old game. The Giants,
New York,
ing
Philadelphia,
buquerque.
1,318,845 59
,
ad, watermelon and coffee.' Every
Total
on
other hand, seem to be slump
1.
the
4;
in
Chicago,
the
Cincinnati,
Richard Devine, bookkeeper
LIABILITIES'
body helped himself liberal'. v before
and have only just com
3.
ing
badly
Boston,
4;
National
Brooklyn,
left
last
San
- 100,000 00
-In..bank,
Miguel
stock
paid
Capital
the actual work of the
beginning
60,000 00
menced
4.
what
may prove to- be an ex
Surplus fund
Louis,
iraln
No. 2 for Excelsior
Pittsburgh, 6; St
evening on
Undivided profits, less expenses and
evening and as a result the plates,
and disastrous trip;
- 17,969 18
hausting
taxes paid
will
he
Mo.,
where
spend
95,800 00 Springs,
when the first fork was jabbed into
National Bank notes outstanding
;
Not Long On Hitting.
American League
92,697 42 his vacation.
Due to other National Banks
the second course, contained a mixDue to State and Private Banks and
"To my mind, the Giants are not
3.
4;
of
Boston,
Washington,
Ed
11,688
H
Wadsworth
Mr.
and
Mrsv
Bankers- ture looking something like this po- a heavy hitting team. I have not
rii.u n. rrwmt rnmnunidu n.nri 4avinia
Chicago, 4; Cleveland, L.34,61! 80 Osage City, Kan., who have 'been in tatoesbeanspeasgravyslawroastbeefpii- Hanks
seen them play this year, hut am
19-New York,
Individual deposits subject to check.. 662,491 48 Las Vegas visiting at the home of Mr.
Philadelphia,
cklesollvesbreadandbutter. Everybody
34?'3?n XA
Time certificates of deposit
of them as they appeared
speaking
- and Mrs. E. Bailey, left this afternoon
-tiieens
lertmea
ate with Increasing appetite and it
me in the world's series last year.
to
Cashii-outstanding
'checks
Western
JW"
League
1.424
84
officers c
for their home..
did not take, long to discover the bot
DP....il U- S.
Myers was the only consistent hitter
Pea Moines, 4; Topeka, 2:
Paul Dorah, state agent for the tom of the plates. " Then the " dlshe-- i
59
1,318,846
in the outfit then. He hit all the
Total
1
Omaha,
3;
Wichita,
came
in
Haynes Motor Car company,
were filled up again and the process:
flnlsheoT up
Doyle
way through.
3
0.
New
Mkxico,
or
j
St Joseph,
Lincoln,
Stats
last, night from his home in Santa was reoeated until the larder was
(
MiiiUKL.
batted
and
Cocmtt cif Sancashier
fairly.
Herzog
strongly
x
Denver, 4; Sioux City, 4.
of the above named Fe,
I, D. T. Hoskins,
returning to the Capital City thia empty and every guest was full. The
But
Merkle, Murray, Snodgrass and
bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement is true to the best of my knowledge and afternoon by automobile.
cooking was done by Mrs. Frel FainFltcher, from whom so much was
TODAY'S BASEBALL.
be"e'William J. Mills, his ham and the serving by members Ol
D. T. HOSKINS. Cashier,
expected, did not deliver the goods
Wilson Mills, and Lawrence Tan thn Tjis Veeras patrol of the Boy
As a batting outfit
in my opinion.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 8th son
Western League.
me made the trip to Mora and return Scouts of America.
v
day of September, 1912.
team
fl. It Is my belief that the Boston
9.
H.
R.
Public.
Lincoln, Neb., Sept.
CLARENCE IDEN, Notary
1913.
one
Is
George H. Kinkel, president of the St. Joe
yesterday in the Mills touring car.
Any
superior.
unquestionably
My commission expires October 8,
...6 1 0
Correct Attest:
Bias Sanchez of Wagon - Mound, ac association, acted as toastmaster. He
men Is liaole to start some
Stahl's
of
I
3
2
6
Lincoln
WIEOAND.
CHRIS.
called on a number of the guests for
FRANK SPRINGER, f Directors i companied them to Mora.
Crutcher and Gossett; Hagernan, thing at any time.
I
Wi.fi. HAYDON
to
Las
was
short talks. These were all in a Wolverton and McCormlck.
in
"I look for Joe Wooa to be the real
Vegas
h I G. Calhoun
River witty vein. The principal talk was
Red
of the series if he sticks 1.0
the
in
sensation
ranch
his
from
day
National League
ball and puts his slow one in
his
Calhoun brought In a made by Mr. McDill, who said he was
fast
of
Mr.,
Condition
country.,
the
of
6.
First game:
Report
Philadelphia, Sept.
eon.
Giants cannot
wa tronload
of watermelons. They here to assist the Y. M. C. A. In
R.H.E. the refrigerator. The
camannual
membership
and on the dark
melons
its
a
hit
speed
pitcher
ducting
Th3 First National Bank were small but no sweeter
4
1
.....0
Philadelphia .
paign. He solicited the
grounds Wood ought to stand
were ever brought to this city.J
... 3 10 1 polo
AT LAS VEGAS.
last New York
dinner
The
member.
on their heads with his
everv
of
Giants
the
Mexico
Las
in
was
today
New
of
Vegas
A.
L.
Suits
In the State
Batteries 'Rixey, Nicholson, Nelson
for
arguments
the
to
of
emoke.
But if I were
one
tremendous
mountain
night
WHson.
from Hermit's lodge, the
of such an institution and Killlfer; Tesreau and
should stick to my fast ball
existence
At the close of business, Sept. 4, 1912.
I
Wood,
the
canyon.
Gallinas
resort in the upper
RESOURCES.
A. In any city, particand curve. His slow one is too slow
li is reported, that Mr. Suits la now as a Y. M. C.
STTANDING OF THE CLUBS.
as it
556''!;
Loans and Discounts
bringing,
to be very deceptive.
Las
Vegas,
SM5 10
ularly
unsecured.the
of
lodge, having
the sole owner
Overdrafts, secured andcirculation
"Just how good New York's pitchU. S. Bonds to secure
does, mm. and young men together
1?"
In
Interest
Warner's
B.
S.
?
'.O0?
National
IT.
S. Bonds
League.
purchased
Prominmy m
23,224 50
staff is this year I cannot eay.
fellowship under the most
social
'
in
ing
'
Bonds, securities, etc- Won Lost
Pet.
i
5,500 00 the resort
There is no
Banking house furniture and fixtures.. W
has been phenomenally
surroundings.
favorable
Marquaird
10
38
.696
87
Other real estate owned
Mr. and Mrs. E. Stotts and daughter
the Y. M. New York
but
he appears to be slipDue from National Banns vnov reepirlMibout
successful,
goody"
"goody
31
of
9,300
46
.635
80
serve agents)
of Elmdale,: Kdn., are the guests
v, ";"
in Chicago
Institution
an
Mathewson
now.
is
some
K
Banks
A.
filmply
Just
C.
Private
and
Due from State
.683 ping
74
53
urnuam Harber and family. Mr.
and Bankers, Trust Companies, and
can enjoy them- Pittsburgh
Sox in 1909
Red
men
and
the
was
for
656 74
boys
which
easy
Identified
.492
62
64
Savings Banks
157,819 91
Philadelphia
Stotts, who Is prominently
Due from approved reserve agents
should find him easier now.
selves in clean moral surroundings. Cincinnati
.489 and they
66
with the banking Interests of Kansas,
Checks and other casn items
..........63
20
.HH
the
1
absent;
House
a Clever Pitcher.
Collins
noticeably
bad
The
Exchanges for Clearing Banks
uo
.430
.......... 8.000
the
73
55
ls! enroute" east, after spending
Notes of other National
not ob- St. Louis
but
is a clever southpaw
Collins
Is
present,
always
Ray
good
Fractional paper currency, moaeis,
.376
78
Brooklyn ..... ......47
summer in California.
and cents
at his motion
so.
one
who
has
swinging
trusively
.302
88
38
Lawful Money Reserve in Bankvlz,
,
Frank Owens, manager of the San I Following the dinner two picked Boston
And I do not
the
ban.
at
:
of
Instead
80
American League.
Lender'notes-r:qta Fe Water and Light company; F. teams played a game of volleyball in
the Giants can bat sucthat
think
Won Lost
Pet.
entertain-men- t
C. Wilson, a prominent Santa Fe at
a southpaw.
the gymnasium for the
711 cessfully against
37
Boston
952,271 65
.......91
torney, an4 Colonel D. Q. Collier, pres
Total- will have four good pitch
"Boston
of the spectators.
.595
53
78
..
ident of the San Diego Panama-Cal- i
while the Giants, to my way of
LIABILITIES.
Those present were: William G. Washington ..- .597 ers,
62
77
came in last night o
Philadelphia
G.
W.
fornia
exposition,
Ogle,
T. Mills,
show but two. O'Brien
thinking,-caByron
in-Haydon,
222rtS
in
Capital stock paid
...... ....64 63 .604
A. E. Chicago
No. 2 from the Capital City on
train
Tillman,
Arthur
Surplus fund
Cutler,
Harry
.454
71
Undivided profits, less expenses and
Detroit .... .......59
,
business.
Edmunds, Paul Brenegar, Charles Cleveland .... ....55
lOoioMOO
.430
73
returnLewis
William
Mr. and Mrs.
George H. Kinkel, Rufus
,W. 09
Due to other National bunks
.359
82
. .V.-- .46
New York
months' Hedgcock,
M.'
M.
Sundt,
Due toState and Private Banks ai
'2a ed this afternoon from1 a two
Mead, John WToOker,
'
83
.347
44
Bankers
Louis
Lon
St.
visited
They
Dne to Trust Companies and SavRev., E, .C.Andereon, A..K. Marwica, '
w triD to England.
Western
in
the
League.
other
and
points
ZIiilfe,
Young,
don, Liverpool
O. C.'
Harry Douglas
- Won L8t..',rct. Don't Hide Them With a Veil; Re.
' "
Twae certit1cntes.pt deposit.-"old country," and stopped off m .sev- C. W., ;Wesner, vtoa,mrShffllii(?law
'""'
Checks..
entitled
1 ona 14
move Them With the New Rrug, ,
Denver V.,... w.,,.83 1;, 67 .,,,.,.593
f.ii.i-.- v
ho,.k outstanding
eral places between New York City Ludwig WiiMatn lffeld,' Frank'
'
.567
61
An
eminent skin specialist recently
.V....80
Lmnilitk-- other than those above
......
Omaha
is
who
200
and Las Vegas. Mr. Lewis,
Dr. E. B. Shaw. William P.
stated. Letters of oredlt
.539 discovered a new drug, othlne double
64
75
St. Joseph
McFe 'general car
952,271 65 the popular Santa
Springer, D. L. Batchelor, George
Total
.522 strength, which Is so uniformly suc
65
.71
Des Moines
foreman; was' welcomed home by a Dill, Colbert C. Root, W. Clark Den71
Mexico,
70
Nkw
.47
Lincoln
cessful in temoving freckles and giv
Statu of
fellow
Iden.
his
employes,
of
large number
nis, X H. Stearns and Clarence
.471
73
65
Sioux
City
on
the
ing a clear, beautiful complexion that
who wlll be glad to see him
g
.472 It is sold by any first class druggist
75
67
Wichita
..
.
statement is true to the best of my knowie
A NO HIT GAME.
Job again.
.338 in Las Vegas under an absolute guar47
92
and belief.
....
RAYN0LD3. Cashier.
6. PitcheT Topeka
W. G.Ogle returned yesterday after
Sept.
Philadelphia,
this
me
antee to refund the money if it fails.
before
to
to
sworn
the
business
Nationals
and
York
trip
Subscribed
noon from' a short
Tesreau of the New
6th day of Sept. 1912.
Don't hide your freckles under a
HOT IN CHICAGO.
state. Mr. Ogle Is given credit for a no-hin
Gb0. a. Plmibo.
the
of
game
northern
part
Notary Public
6. Chicago panted Tell; get an ounce of othlne and re
Se'pL
In
Chicago,
is
header
a
double
progress
the first contest of
says that" threshing
tem move them. Even the first night's
around French, Maxwell and springer, today with Philadelphia which the and perspired today while the
93
until
use will show a wonderful Improveup
crept
degrees
perature
farmor
first
one
got
French
the
0.
In
He states that
visitors won 3 to
e.d.b'aynolds.
80 bushels of oats to the acra, and
a short fly by Paskert fell be- Were registered, two below the high ment, some of the lighter frecfetos
have met another man got an average of 42 tween Merkle and Wilson of the New point of the year. The government vni,lshihg entirely. It is absolutely
Fen- - If any, medicines,
oarmites, and cannot injure the most
bushels of wheat to the acre off of a York team and was scored a hit forecast scheduled cooler hours
C
lata
Chamber
of
tender skin.
night.
of
use
end
At
Maxwell
the
One
farmer bv the official scorer.
tended the
edy 40 acre tract
'90 the
scorer
Bt sure to ask any first class drug
will
lie, Cholera and Diarrhoea
thresh
oats
Wiped
his
official
the
that
and
claims
game
of oolio
The remarkable cures effected
in at bushels to the acre. Crops around out the hit. League officials will SPECIAL CARRIAGE TO HARVEY'S gist In Las Vegas for the double
has
it
which
diarrhoea
Iven
B
morning,
are equally as good, says Mr. probably be asked to decide the mat
Monday
September 9 strength othlne; It is this that Is sold
most every neighborhood hav,
all Springer
sale
by
For
Phone Clay and Havens for passage. on the money back guarantee.
ter.
It a wide reputation.
Oslo.
dealers.
V
,
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BE DECLARED

GAME
LOCAL AMATEURS

FIVE

KEQULAH RETAIL VALUB, $13.00
We ptiwhaned several carload of this beantlfnl dinner-warand on
Inree purchase enahled the manufacturer to kjvb us aa exciualva tlwtva
uu
yur iuw wnui!, vvw rn cnartfino- pari, or t.h cost to "advertising
ana only ait you to pay a perenntatre of tha ai'tnal coat of tile
ipense,"
(.. It la of a beautiful "Oosmoa" drslitn uud pannftt liA (InimeatBd m
uullty for loss than 114 Id any retail cblua ators. It Is guaranteed by bota
mtiv uiHuumuvurer huii uumveB,
There ta a coupon lu every sack of LARABBH'S Floor. Baand f Ave
coupons and t3M In cash, draft, pottta! or exire money order, fend we will
uu i
cnij you on Ol inttBe ppauiuui Beco oy ireurnw AanrenB ci.uimjuq
l.itt nr.ee to Tbe Chips Department of the Lsxabee Flour Mliia Oompuiy,
Jiuactiinaon, Kannaa. Be auro to write your name and allresa plainly.
The ooupona in LARABEIS'B Flour are alio kooU for Uogers1 ijuverwune
sod other valuable premiums Aak tor deasrlplive circular.

EMPRESS, you know, is that "Mlghty-Good- "
Flour thai: makes, Caking
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CONVENTION

September 9, i9i2.
Tickets on sale Sept,

6 to 9th inc.

Final return limit Sept, 14th 1912.
REPUBLICAN STATE CONVENTIO

Legal-tende-

-

9--

September 12th, 1912.
I

Tickets on sale Sept, 9th sto 12th inc.
Final return limit Sept 16th, 1912.
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"Jefferson RaynoUls President
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President
Hal'ett Raynoids Cashier
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier
Stepaan B. Davis Vice President
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

---

,

...

88

Capital,

$100,000

Sorplds, and Ukdividbd Profits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

.

'

'

NoJitik noS"1S

,

1

;

Car-roo-

s

FUliiCLES

is apt to be a puzzle to McGraw's
men, Bedient has as plenum last
ball and I repeat tni'ti the Giants do
not like fast pitching. HaHN also
has great speed and should be! held
in reserve for 'rescue work;?'
"We hear a lot about ' the ' great
base running of the Giants and, their
penchant for running wild on the
sacks1. Well, that' if all 'Very ; fine at
times, but the club stealing th.most
sacks is not necessarily the winning
outfit. The world's ? series Is too
short for base running to cut much
of a figure and the history of past
conflicts for the universal title nes
shown that both contenders are so
much keyed up and realize the im
portance of the battles so,, much that
they do not take many chances.
Judgment That Counts.
"It is the club that runs the bases
with Judgment that wins, not tha ae
that runs hog wild. Besides this the
Bed Sox have in Bill Carrlgan one
of the brainiest men In the country
and he may he depended upon tp out
guess McGraw's 'speed marvels' and
keeD them from dolne very , much
thieving when it counts. McGraw has

a lot of fast players, in fact most
of his club is good on tne bases, but
opposed to a backstop of Carrigan's
class they will not ,be able to take
the scandalous liberties that they do
L . i.
.
i ,
,t ii
,t. Bviao
..i
nnu
wi tuts jitiuuiitu
itjitfiuo re1)1
''' '
" '"
ceivers."
.

A

case involving the right of unions

to execute theff laws was taken to the
courts in Tacoma, Wash., recently. A
member of the local union of Ameri
can Federation Of Musicians began
legal proceedings to compel his rein
statement In the local union without
a corresponding compliance with laws
in force In the local anion. The court
dismissed the petiton, thus sustaining the local union in ite position of
the enforcement of Its
insisting on
'
laws.
,
'

A really effective Kidney and bladder medicine must first stop the progress of the disease and then cure the
conditions that cause it. Use Foley
Kidney Pills for all kidney and bladder troubles and urinary iregularltles.
They
They are afe and reliable.
help quickly and permanently. In
the yellow package. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.
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RIVERS

Business,,

Directory
clutral uoiPrepll
'LltlS.'R- - FLINT,
Cor Grand and Douglas Ave.
vJast Las Vegas, N. M. i

,

M

M BIEHL, Propietor

416 Grand

Ave

Phone Main 447

11

M

Walker

1 EEAL ESTATE TRANSFERS

FOI

TRAINER
LIGHTWEIGHT'S
DEMNS HIS ACTIONS
BITTERLY
(By H.

LAS VEGAS GARAGE

DID

I

Warranty Deeds
Montgomery Bell to Romualdo S.
Becker, et ux, July 6 ,1911, house and
lot precinct No. 5. Consideration $1.
E. H. Salazar et ux to Romualdo S.
Becker, et ux, November 27, 1911,
CON-

house and lot in Precinct No. 5 San
Miguel county. Consideration. $100.
Marcel Frank
Pincetl to Annie
Lowe, August 26, 1912, Land in San
Miguel county. Consideration $1.
Placido Lopez et ux to Jose Ortiz
y Pino, et als, August 27, 1912, S
and S SW, Section 15, twp.
12, Range 12. Consideration $100.
Mortgage Deeds
Demetrio Perea et als to Felix Mar
tinez, April 13, 1909, lots. Considera
tion $50. ,"
Jose E. Gomez et ux to L, E. Arml- Jo, August 6, 1912, 160 acres in twp 15
R. 16. Consideration $1.

-

In Loa Angelea

Examiner)
The Investigation following Joe Riv
ers' lame showing against Joe Man
dot at Vernon on Labor Day has re
vealed a remarkable state of affaire
existing In the little Mexican's train

lng camp.

It is common gossip In sporting cir
cles
that Rivers is following In the
Battery Charn Station
Bteps of Young Corbett, traveling so
Automobiles for Hire
fast that his speed has singed the
buds of the primrose path.
In his battle Monday, Rivers show
ed none of the tigerish aggressive
M ACKEL
ness that has featured his former bat
PETER
tles. There was no enap to his pnnchHOUSE AND 61GN PAINTING
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging es, he did not use his hands cleverly
and his marvelous footwork was con
and Olaxlsg.
The Rivers
spicuous by its absence.
Enimatea Cheerfully Given.
was an
occasion
this
upon
Town
presented
.
.
.Old
Watt Side Plana .
utter stranger to the Pacific coast

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER

CALL FOR REPUBLICAN COUNTY,
CONVENTION
Republican Headquarters of the Coun
ty of San Miguel.
Las Vegas, N. M, Aug. 19, 1912.
A convention of the republicans of
the county of San Miguel, state of
New Mexico,' is hereby called to be
held on the 11th day of September,
1912, at 9 o'clock In the forenoon of
said day, at the county court house
in Las Vegas, New Mexico, ' for the
purpose of choosing 30 delegates to
the State republican convention which
will be held in the city of Albuquer
que,, New Mexico, on the 12th day ef

September, A. D 1912, for the pur
pose of nominating a representative to
the Sixty-thircongress of the United
States and three presidential electors
to be voted for at the general elec-io- n
which will be held on Tuesday,
November 5th, 1912, and for the pur
pose of transacting such other busi
ness as may properly come before

6, 1912.

THE OPTIC

WANT

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
BE3T GOODS OBTAI NABLE ALWAY3 HANDLED

SOCIETY DIRECTOR
CHAPMAN

COLUMN
RATES

FOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

ADVER-

LCOeC
A.

1

M.

t, A.
Rxuiitr

NO

F.

&

K
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Artrdijillr Invited
. R. Murray,
W.
M.;
O.
N.
Herman,

cent
per line eaon Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary word to a line. LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
No ad to occupy less space than two
KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR-K- eg
line. All advertle menta charged
Tut
conclave
will be booked at apace actually set,
jimx to aadi month at Ma
without regard to number of words. sonic Temple at 7:20 p. m." C. D.
Cash In advance preferred.
Boucher. & C; Cna. Tamme.

aular

H. C. YOUNG

,
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Lost
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Martin,
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ee o
Ham
1

1

Keeper
and Seal.

.

3
Meeis. second aid
fourth Tuesday evening of eaah
month at O. R. C. ball. Vlsitina
brothers are cordially invited. P.
D. McElroy, Exalted Iluler. D. W.
Condon, Secretary,

B. P. O. ELKS

ATTOKNEVrt

srst Kfiiujr

Temwtmtik St Uaacsi
HUNKER
HUNKER
ple, at T:M pu m. M. E.
Geo. H. Hunker
Chnticr A Hu
WUlUina, H. P.; F. O.
Attorney! at Lavu.
Blood. Secretary.
New Mn
Laa Vesaa. -

I

,

Vl;mi( Knlghta a-

i niwi. 1. na u
H Couin.o.iiier.
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munication first and
third Tb.ur&y la
month, Vlsliln broth- -

Secretary.

The various precincts of the Coun
of San Miguel are entitled to the
ty
INSPECT IRRIGATION WORKS.
number of delegates from
following
Sept. 6. Leaving
Calgary, Alta.,
this city tomorrow, the Duke and their respective precincts,
Delegates
4
Duches ot Connaught and their par Precinct No.
2
1. San Miguel
enter
of
a
travel
week
upon
ty will
4
2.
that will embrace much interesting 3. La Cuesta
4
South
Las
Vegas
and carry them Into the
4
4. Tecolote
heart of the Canadian Rockies. The
5. Las Vegas North
7
OPTIC'8 NUMBER, MAIN t.
Gleichfirst important stop will be at
6. Las Vegas Central
en, where their royal highness will
7. San Antonio
i
public.
inspect the gfeat Irrigation works
S
Until last Wednesday Rivers' physi and the huge dam tuat Is being con 8. Las Vegas Arriba
S
cal condition was perfect. He was structed by the Canadian Pacific 9. Pecos
Laree. clean cnttrm mra
S WANTED
LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED
beating np his sparring partners with across the Bow river. A short stay 10. Chaperlto
at the girl's dormitory, 5 cents per
8
Lock and Uuasmith Bicycle and a savage delight and on his camp will also be 'made at Cochrane, in the 11. San Geronlmo
.........2 younu.
Geueral Repair uj
form alone he was1 made a heavy fa-- foothills, after which the royal train 14. Sapello
2
12.
Rowe
In
the
vorlte
betting.
will proceed to Banff, which point
$20-6t- h
E. Las Vegas
Street
as governess, 3 years
2 POSITION
From Wednesday night on, accord will be reached one week from to- 13. Rodada
In east. 23 years and well.
teacher
2
14.
Rivers
Sapello
ing to positive information,
day.
Splendid references
Also stenog- 2
15. Las Manuelltas
violated every training camp, rule
Edna
Van West,
rapher.
2
Walborn,
16.
Automobile. Carriage &
Union
of
the punching bag THIRD PARTY IN WASHINGTON
when the thump
O.
2
17. San Patricio
6.
gave away to the chug of his auto
Washing
Seattle, Wash., Sept.
'. . 2
mobile and the fluttering of purple ton's claim
to being the banner 18. Mishawaka
WANTED Rags for cleaning pur2
veils. On the Sunday morning pre Roosevelt state of the northwest will 19. McKInley
N. 0. HERMAN
poses. Plaza hotel.
2
20.
San Juan
ceding the day of the battle, Rivers be put to a numerical, rest tomorrow
3
is reported to have been, at the early when statewide primaries will be con 21. Casa Colorada
Grand Ave
429
2
hour of 6 o'clock, putting the finish ducted by the new progressive party. 22. Sablnoso
4
ing touches to a Joy ride juBt as the Candidates will be selected at the pri 23. San Jose
2
roosters were gurgling their sunrise maries for state, congressional and 24. La Liendre
... 2 FOR SALE CHEAP Two pieces of
calls. An East side druggist is will- county officers.
Four aspirants are 25. Pena Blanca
property, corner Third and Colum
2
ing to make affidavit that he fed the contesting for the nomination for gov- 26. Los Alamos
bia. Call at 902 Third street.
27.
bromo'
2
San
Pablo
seltzer late ernor. Candidates receiving the high
Mexican a dose of
NEWLY REMODELED
2
Sunday evening.
est vote in the primaries will be nom 28. Chavez
Private Baths and Lavatories
11
,.'
Charley Dalton, the honest veteran, inated by the state convention, which 29. East Las Vegas
2
who has been boxing in Los Angeles
been called to meet in this city 30. Canon de Manuelltas
Stea.j Heat Private Telephones for the last seven years and who act has
31. Puerteclto
2
"
...i
next Tuesday.
ROOM for rent. Mrs. Van Petten,
k
Rates $2.50 per day and tip
2
32. El Pueblo ...........
ed as one of Rivers' sparring partners
806 Seventh street
33. Los Vlglles
2
during the last two weeks, confirmed
AMERICAN PLAN
Few, If any, medicines, have met
2
the reports of the Mexican's miscon with the uniform success that has at 34. San Isidore
FOR RENT 3 nice rooms upstairs,
Special Rates by Week or Menth duct.
tended the! use of Chamberlain's Co 35 La3 Galllnas
3
furnished or unfurnished, adboe
2
"There'B no use lying about it, Riv lic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. 36. Penasco Blanco
house close to schools. Phone Pur
The remarkable cures of colic and
2
era did not do the square thing," said diarrhoea which It has effected In al 37. El Cerrito
5482.
ple
S
Dalton last night, in a grieved tone most every neighborhood have given 38. Los yTorres
2
of voice. "It was disheartening to all It a wide reputation. For sale by all 39. Tecolotito
FOR RENT Fine suite of furnished
,;
2
40. Bernal
of us at his Venice camp to know dealers.
housekeeping rooms, electrlo lights,
41. Canon Largo
2
that we tad' brought him into firstNOTICE.
baths, etc. Excellent location, 918
2
42.
Romerovllle
class condition only to see him throw
Notice is hereby g ven that the ofEighth street
2
his fight away.
THE LATEST STYLE
ficial paper of me New Mexico Cat 43. Los Fuertea .....
44.
2
OJItos Frlos
"We knew that he was cheating us tle
FOR RENT Front bed room, electric
Sanitary Board will on SeptemIN MOUNTS
2
during the last four days, but what ber 1, 1912, De (Changed from the Las 45. Cherryvalo- light and b h. 922 Douirln.
46. Emplazado
could we do? Rivers in prosperity Is Vegas
y.. 2
A specialty of life like expresOptic, of La8 Vegas, N. M., to
47. Hot Springs
2
not the Rivers of old. .He would have the Roswell News, of
FOR KENT Two rooms for light
sions.
Roswell, New
Pretty poses, correct
48. Trementlna
4
told us to mind our own business or Mexico. After the above
925 Second street,
housekeeping.
date all no
tones and harmony.
2
get out of the camp. If they ever ex- tices of estrays will be published in 49. Agua Zarca
50. Guadalupe
2 FOR RENT Two
TELEPHONE
IAIN J14
pect to get Joe back in form they will the News.
room furnished
2
have to take his automobile away from
New Mexico Cattle Sanitary Board, 51. San Ignacio . .'.
house. 921 Lincoln avenue.
2
him and ship him to the mountains
W. J. L1NWOOD, Secretary 52. Las Colonlas
53. Enclnosa
, 2
for a real siege of training."
Proxies will be recognized
Joe Levy, manager of the Mexican,
only
HOW'S THIS
We offer One Hundred Dollars Rv when held by residents ot the same
seeks to shield his protege, but those
who know Levy best know that the ward for any case of Catarrh that precinct from which the delegates are FOR room and board apply ,710 Grand
be cured by Hall's Catarrh chosen, Primaries in the various
avenue.
sincere chap is broken hearted over cannot
pre
uure.
Rivers' action of the last week.'
F J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O. cincts shall be held, as soon as pos"Rivers may have been a bit rash,
We, the undersigned, have known sible but not later than the 9th day of WE TEACH you a trade in a tew
months' time; no iexpense but your
but I think some of the stories being . j. Cheney for the last 15 veara. and September- In precincts other than
work.
automobiles,
Electricity,
circulated are grossly exaggerated," believe him perfectly honorable in all Nos. 3, 5, 6 and 29.
business transactions and financial
100 satis(Plumbing, micklaylng.
Secretaries of the various primar
said Levy. "Rivers is young, riuh tin! able to carry out
any obligations made ies are
fied workmen today; 40 Jobs going.
requested to notify the presi
headstrong, and has a lot to learn, but Dy nis nrm.
United
Trade
Catalogue free.
I think his defeat has taught him a NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE, dent of the County Central CommitSchool Contracting Co., Los AnToledo, O, tee of ,the date of their primaries and
'
good lesson and the nrxt time ly
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Inter- the names of
geles.
boxes it will be a different Rivers."
the delegates chosen
nally, acting directly upon the blood
nm
Joe Mandot is modest in victory. and mucous surfaces of the svatem. immediately after the holding of the
iumwjiiim mill
Election of the precinct
'
sent free. Pdlce 75 cents meeting.
When you purchase Ice you want The Frenoh lad attended a matinee Testimonials
per bottle. Sold by all drugists.
Central Committee will not be necesthe purest and beet, don't you? Sure, yesterday afternoon, leaving it to his Take Hall's Family
Pills for consti sary at these
primaries except to fill LOST
you do! Well, that's the only kind manager, Harry Coleman, to collect pation.
Gold fraternity pin, diamond
a vacancy.
his
pay check, arrange for theatrical
f Ice we handle pure, Invigorating,
Greek letters. Return to
shaped.
SECUNDINO ROMERO,
We knofl dates, answer telegrams of congratu
healthful and delightful.
920 Gallinas.
"
Chairman.
the Ice business thoroughly and as lation and attend to other business.
F. O. BLOOD, Secretary.
So many stage dates have been ofsure you that by our new method o
LOST On Seventh street between
.making Ice we are making a quality fered Coleman that he is in a quanLincoln
and Douglas avenues,
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
that cannot be excelled. The fact ot dary as to which one he will accept
.Yo.
.
child's hat. Finder please return
Notice
is
Bias
hereby given that
Although Rivers ,1s clamoring for a
the matter Is that, our Ice is the best
III
to Optic office.
Sanchez and Mrs. Maximlana S. Orreturn date, and Mandot Is Inclined
and purest In the city.
tot
have
been
administrato grant It, the New Orleans lad wants
appointed
I
THE CRYSTAL ICE CO.
...
in tega
tors of the estate of the late Fran
LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
Phone Main 227
Wolgast as his next opponent
cisco S. Ortega. All persons having
Of Ebenezer Barber, Deceased.
Coleman had a long talk with Proclaims
State
estate
will
of New Mexico, County ot San
the
preagainst
moter
Mrs. J. N. H111, Homer, Ga., has us
MoCarey yesterday, and the
sent them to the above named adminMiguel.
ed Foley's Honey and Tar Compound latter has promised to get Wolgast in
istrators. In all matters pertaining Office of the Probate Clerk, County
for years, and says she always recom the ring With Mandot on Thanpkgiving
mends It to her friends. "It never
to the estaate call on or address Bias
of San Miguel, N. M.
if
is
to
the
talk
Day
champion
ready
falls to cure our coughs and colds and
To
All Whom It May Concern, GreetM.
N.
Sanchez,
Mound,
Wagon
IN
prevents croup. We have five chil business. As Wolgast has already
"
BLAS SANCHEZ, '
:
ing:
t,
dren and always give them Foley's telegraphed' his manager,. Tom Jones,
You are hereby notified that the
MAXIMIANA S. ORTEGA,
Honey and Tar Compound for a cold, to secure the Mandot match, it seems
and they are all soon well. We would
9th day of October A. D. 1912, has
Administrators.
come
must
to
that
the
a
negotiations
not be without. It In our house." O.
been fixed by the Honorable Probate
O. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co, head inside the next few days, .Jones
Court, in and for the County and
leaves Thursday for the east to talk
NOTICE TO AiLL WHOM IT MAY
State aforesaid, as the day to prove
'
Antolne Deloria, postmaster at Gar. things over with Wolgast,
CONCERN.
'
COMPOUND
the last will and testament of said
den, Mich., knows! the exact facts
Coleman paid his respect to Willie
Notice Is hereby given to all whom
For
when be speaks of the curative vadecades
favorite
a
over
three
Ebenezer Barber, deceased.
no
misa
in
leaves
Ritchie
that
it
way
undermay concern, that, the
ltie of Foley Kidney Pills. He says:
household medicine for COUGHS.
In testimony whereof, I have hereto
what his Intentions are to
"From my own experience I recom take as
COLDS, CROUP, WHOOPING signed, was on the third clay of Sep unto set my hand and affixed the
mend Foley Kidney Pills, as a great wards the San Francisco boy.
A. D. 1912, appointed admintember
LUUUH. BRONCHITIS. HARD
remedy for kidney trouble. My fath
Is making a bluff that he andSTUFFY BREATHING. Take istrator and executor ot the estate seal of the Probate Court this 3rd
ers was cured of kidney disease and is "Ritchie
day of September A. D. 1912,
a lightweight," said Coleman. "Htr at first sign of a cold.
safe of Ebenezer Barber, deceased.
a good many of my neighbors were
Quick,
LORENZO DELGADO,
excured by Foley Kidney Pills. O. O. must do 133 pounds ringside if he
and reliable? The Bee Hive on the All persons having claims against
Clerk of the Probate Court.
Co.
Schaefer and Red Cross
He
hands.
came
our
at
said
estate
must
the
them
pects anything
carton is the mark of the genuine.
present
to New Orleans as a welterweight, Ketuse sustitutes.
within the time prescribed by. law.
O. G. Schaefer
WANTED Clean cotton rags. Optic and we gave away nine or ten pounds
BYRON T. MILLS,
fcffice.
Red Cross Drug Co.
to him."
Administrator.
Evryiody reads The Optic.
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said convention.
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RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. t, O. E.
8
tsA tiirl Frliays In
Kmsl! Ttasle. Mra. T. BL Eoweo,
Wort&y Metna; 3amm O. Entledge
EAST BOUND
Wertfey Ffctzoa; Mr. George Trlpi, Arrive
Seeretary. Fbaae Mala tSi. 120 No. I. . .. M0 p. m .. . :16 p. ,
Oread aveme.
No. 4., ..11:05 p m... 11:10
a
No. 8.
1:15 a. m....
1:25 a.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO. No. 10. . 1:45 p. m...
i:l
i
102 Meeta every
Moaiay night at
O. B.
HalL on Bouclaa avenue, at
WEST BOUND
o'clock.
are No. 1
VldUng
1:20 p. m.
l;4S p.
cordially welcome. SJ. E. Gehring, Na 3
6:10 a. m
6:15 p.
preaideot; J. T. Bufeler. secretary; No. 7
4:40 p. m.. .... ,1:50 p.
O. H. Bally, treasurer.
No. 9. .....8:35 p. m
7:00 p.
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MODERN WOODMEN OF AMEBIC.
TJ. A. Smith, Brldgeton,
Meet in the forest of brother:,
Ind., had
love at Woodmen of the Worl' kidney trouble for years, and was so
with rheumatism he could
hail, on the sooond and fourth T;' crippled
not dress without help. He started
of
8
each
month
at p, m. C. CI using Foley Kidneyi Fills, and says:
day
"I began to get beter at once, and
Consul; G. Laemmie, Clerk.
Vis
now all my trouble has left me and
lng neighbors are especially w
I do not feel that I ever had rheucome and cordially Invited.
matism. I rest well all night and tho'
59 years old, can now do the work
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54!, of a man of 35 years. I would like
to be the means of others getting benI. O. of B. B. Meeta
every ftrel

Tuesday of the month In toe veetrj
rooms of Tenrie Montoflore at I
o'clock p. m Yialtinj brothers art
Isaac Appel,
cordiiEy tnvitad
President; Charles Qreenclay, Seo
retary.

efit from Foley Kidney Pills." Refuse
Schaefer and Red
substitutes. O.
Cross Drug Co.
G-- .

An article that has real merit should
in time become popular. That such is
the case with Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy has been attested by many
dealers. Here is one of thorn,.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNC"
W. Hendrlckson, Ohio Fatfl, sir
.NO. 804. Meeta second and foan' writes, "Chamberlain's Cough lu'm-ed- y
Is the best for coughs, colds and
Thursday m O. R. C. hall. Hone
croup, and is my best seller." For
building. Viuiting member are oe sale
by all dealers. dlally Invied. Peter Emenaier, G.
"
K., Richard Derlne, F. 8.
T. L. Parks, Murrayville, Ga., Route
1, Is In his 73rd year, and was recentI. O. O.
F, LAS VEGAS LODGE NO ly cured of a bad kidney and bladder '
1.
Meets every Monday evening a: trouble. He says himself: "I have
suffered wltt my
My back
their na'l on Sixth atreet All visit ached and I was kidneys. with
bladannoyed
lng brethren cordially invited to at der irregularities.
I can truthfully
tend. 3 . 0. Fridenstlne, N. G.; say ,one 60c bottle of Foley Kidney
cured me entirely." They conFrank Friea, V. G.; T. M. El wood Pills
tain no habit forming drugs. O. G.
Secretary; Karl Werts, Treasurer: Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
j-C V. Hedgeock, cemetery trustee.
The implicit confidence that many
F. O. E. Meets flrat and third Tuee people have in Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
Is
day evenings each month, at Wood founded on their experience
in the
man hall. Visiting Brothers coi use of that remery and their knowdlally invited to attend. A. li ledge of the many remarkable cures
Adler. President; E. C. Ward, Set of colic, diarrhoea and dysentery that
it haa effected. For sale by kll de&i- retary.
,
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AGUA PURA COMPAlNY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice the Purit
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las
Vegas
Fameus-Off- ice
701 Douglas Avenue.
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FOLEY'S

HONEY MP TAR
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ANT Ads
Are Best

fi

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out thejpeople to whom
of those who MIGHT BUY-- the

amons al
particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell isORTH MOST to iorne-onwho reads the ads. in this newspaper and
would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised
here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this
newspaper, wm
(and are ansjous to find and pay cash for) books,
automobiles
used machmery and furniture, articles of
usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
e

As the classified ads. are read by all
psiblebaysrs of a
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders'r f th
s
best markets!
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From Alaska
to the Panama
Canal, from New York to
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print shop that can put out better job work than that done by

The Ootfc PmM islH
'

iiii

iMIW
3

r?
ij

Our job department is equipped with all necessary machinery and is
manned by
r

I;

u

T.

Which is in itself a guarantee of quality. If you do not already know it, investigation will convince you that we can turn out commercial printing as
rood as the best and vastly superior to the "other fellows."
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Waitress wanted

1

Win

LOCAL NEVS

ay iiorer
Ihcm at

See Van Pettea for insurance.
Try a dram of Ola Taylor bourDon
c
the Opera Bar.

Waitress wanted

THE

STGI

at

the

White

Kitchen.

CU3Y

THAT'S ALWAYS

Finch's Goldon Wedding Rye, aged
the wood. Direct from dtUllery
to you. At the Lobby, of count
In

!

or 50 cts.

I

Dasket

cx

For sale $26 Hoosier kitchen cabinet, $15; side hoard, rug;, full length
mirror.

COuCOaD GRAFES

MICHIGAN

:OCJIZ'E'-'uff

T'lfT

fm--

chas.

jV

f

Hiiinnif

3

Polinario Garcia, aged 22, a resident
of La Reunion, has been given a IV
cense to wed Isabel Garcia, aged 20,
of San Pablo. The couple swore they
were not related though of the same
name.

FANCY PEARS FOR CANNING

25 lbs. For $1.00
-

PEACE1ES FOR CANNING

75c. PER, BOX
O

'

'

STEARNS

Si.

GROCER

z

White

,

he will
GO'iTiiE mi mm
DASSlMN

Mrs. Nellie Gatlin of the Gatlin in- IT
HAS BEEN FOUND TO WORK
stitute of Trinidad is in town for a
WELL ON THE ALLIED
few days only and .will be at 807
RAILWAYS,
Main avenue. Any one interested in
Gatlin Three Day Liquor Cure, teleSan Francisco, Cal., Sept. 6 Judge
phone Main 448.
Robert. S. ,Lovett, president of the
board of directors of the Harriman
The chapel hour this morning at the railway system, here on a tour of in
Normal University was devoted to the spection, said before leaving today
discussion of school atheltics. A num- that the unit system of operating
ber of the students of the Bchool Harriman roads had proved satisfai
interest in this tory and would be made permanent.
spoke and much
branch of school activity was shown.
The unit system oy which the Un
The Normal school will place a foot ion Pacific, Southern Pacific, Ore
ball team in the field this fall and gon Short Line and the Oregon-Was- h
will participte in basketball, and other ington railroad and Navigation comsports during the winter. Carl Ellis, pany were made entirely autonomous,
captain of last year's squad, said this having their own ofticials from pras-idewas
down,
established last
morning that there are 25 husky lads'
from which to pick a team this year. spring.
The government's suit to have the
and that the school should be able
to hold its own with any in the state. Union and Southern Pacific declared
a railroad trust on the ground that
the combination operated parallel
Margarito Romero and M. Green- - lines without
competition, was then
berger have been appointed deleThe unit system was put
pending.
to
fifteenth
annual
session
the
gates
into operation primarily to demon
of the American Mining congress to
strate that the agreement between
be held in Spokane, Wash., on No
the four lines was one of convenvember 25, 26 27 and 28, to repreience only and not a merger. A few
sent the Las Vegas Commercial club.
Two delegates will also be appointed days after the lines were segregated
the United States circuit court anby the mayors of the East and West nounced its decision
that the iinr
sides and two by each county1 comwere not merged. The government
missioner. Considering the rap'd
appealed, however and Judge Lov-!t- t
development of the mineral resouroes desired the
reorganization made perof this section of the state at the
manent. This fact will be offered in
present time, the business transacted evidence should
the supreme court
at the session of the congress 'will be
case reopened.
order
the
of general Interest In Las Vegas.
-
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WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

BHiIl ANKLE

"If Vc Do bit's Right."

B'M

include

The

f

a means of presenting the

proposition to the greatest number
of prospc- tiy'e 'bayan. To reach this

Scionco of

class in the southwest ues the

Soiling

Farms

P,TIC

O

,,

COLUMNS

PRESIDENT GOES AHEAD WITH
HIS SPEECHMAKING
PRO--

and returned to your home in
the "it is new" appearance
you would expect had it just
arrived from your dressmakers.
Our expert girl ironers have
the facility, gained by long
experience, of bringing back
the original beauty. And our
charges for this work are
very reasonable,
-

For t' The R.cst
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WE OBITER

Las Vcffas Steam

Lrc! jv
Phone Mala

Fancy Table Pears 4 lbs. for

.

81

Concord Grapes

CO

cents 'per Basket

White Native Crapes

uo

t? cis per lliskct

617 Daught Are

TT.3 Home of

its

I1AYVARD

THE MOTHER
101

4d!

Hilt

FULL
OF

Lv

Jy J

Has

Im 11

i

Arrived,
it.'. XrD

soliucit your Patrons;fe in this line.
We can fit your boy

out, in the very EEST merchandise

msde, from head to foot.
Shoes, Hose, K & FWajsfsKaiickerbocher'papfs

IM

and suits,

Underwear, Hats and Caps.

NEPHEW OF FRANK HUEjSELL OF
ALBUQUERQUE IS THE HAPPY GROOM

jCfxll

,

and See Us

Los Angoles, Calif., Sept. 6. Doubting
of a Mtoki Indian
wedding ceremony in the eyes of their
relatives, Roman Hubbell, son of the
republican state chairman of Arizona,
and Miss Alma Juliette Dorr, daugh- of a New
capitalist,
hastened into Pasadena today to be
by a Catholio priest before
they announced their nuptials. They
are said to be the first white couple
ever wed under Moki rites.
Miss Dorr was visiting the Hubbell
rancho at Canada, Ariz., to witness
the annual' Mokl dance. An aged
chief, learning 'of her engagement to
young Hubbell, suggested a Moki wedding. Hubbell rode 60 miles to procure enough corn meal to make the
necessary wedding oake. When the
pair had partaken of it, the chief de
clared them man and wife, but to
n

The End of

LABOR DAY
for Women
The Famous
HOOSIER

make sure, they hurried to Pasadena
for the more formal ceremony.

KITCHEN
CABINET

Miss Aurora Lucero, daughter of
Secretary of State and Mrs. Antonio'
Lucero, has arrived from Santa Fe,
to continue her studies at the f New
Mexico Normal University.
J. F. Cole, a transfer man of Aub
urn, Neb., accompanied by Mrs. Cole,
Is in the city. The Coles are Visiting
their daughter, Mrs. Carman, who has

been here several months, having
come to Las Vegas from her home in
Custer City, 01:1a., for the benefit of
her health. Mr. and Mrs. Cole made
the trip in their auto. They traversed
the 975 miles between here and Auburn in noe days, talking the Journey
by easy stages. Mr. Cole says crop
'conditions in Nebraska and Kansas
are good."

"(Whe

.

rtwiousfoosier

,

Look into our show window and see this wonderful device,!
and then come into the store and have us send you a Hoosier
It will pay for itself in its
today on our easy puynienijplan.
savings in a year.

J. C. Johnsen & Son

ciusiveLocai

Ants

H

Prospective Automobil

Purchasers

WANTED 100 young calves. If you
have one or more let me know.
Jacob Regeler, R. 1, Box 3.

New London, Conn.', Sept.
Taft arrived at New London oni
the presidential yacht Mayflower today. President Taft was accompanied
by Mrs. Taft, Mrs. Thomas McLaughlin of Pittsburghand Miss Mabel
Boardman of the American Red Cross
Charles D. Ililles and George R. Shel
don of he republican national committee remained on the Mayflower
The president, still suffering with
hsi ankle, had to walk ahort distance
to an automobile, and, noon reaching
his hotel, a chair was quickly piroviil-efor him In the lobby. His ankle
seemed much better, however, Ihsn
when he left Washington. In the ho
tel lobby several hundred delegatus
to the Atlantic Deeper Waterways
convention were presented to him. Af

in a few weeks can see the new "1913" Cadillac
Demonstrator.
The "1913 Cadillac" is a wonderful car embodying all modern refinements and equipped with
even a more silent and powerful engine than the

FRESH EVERY DAY

1912 model.-

.

-

It will pay you to examine the merits of the "'1913
Cadillac."
-

OAKERY GOODS

CHARLES ILFELD CO.
LOCAL AGENTS

Ttic Best in TIiq Cily

d

$1,050

FOLLY EQUIPPED

AT YCUH

C::i

ter the reception the president's parThe
ty had 'luncheon at the hotel.
president later went by automobile
to Fort Griswold where he was scheduled to deliver an address.

Fried

DO NT KICK
AEGUT TEE

KSa ri"iCE

CF

KEEN

ORDER THEfl TODAY

COMPANY

Best ef EverjlMcg Ealatia

Tszr.
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0HI0N & SON

EEDSMEN

&

dies mi

Ciiiaiofl Bolls
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OVERLAND

(SilS KEXT SFiliuO

Plant some Winter Onion sets now and grow your own.

&

BY

of

;

ESI EE

TOED

Consideration

.23

Peaches for Canning Sl.C'J per Box
GO cents
Plums for Canning
per Casket

THE GRAAF

crib

TOO LATE, TO CLASSIFY.

GRAM

must

OAfi "JU3

DOESN'T

KEEP TAFT

Laundered
'.

HAVE

Read The Optic.

Ladies Lingerie
If it may be itemed a science

MElUm

will reCongregation Montefiore
VOTES
sume Ha regular sei'Vic;(s commencing
tonight at 8 o'clock. Rabbi Samuel
WILL ELECT GOVERNOP O' VER.
Peiper will preach tonight.
MONT. IN THE LEGISA bowling contest in which the Lyon
LATURE
ream and the Ward quintette will participate will be held tonight on the
flrontpelier, Vt., Sert. 0. w.th.
alleys In the Kiks' now dub house. small townsBti.il to decide on the repAt the present rate there is but one resentatives in the lt?ls'ar,uro or unpoint difference .between the total recorded in the vote ?w on Tuesday,
scores of the two aggregations, each the 207 that had been yeuortod up to
team having wen one contest. To- noon today, together with the numnight's mutch will decide to whom bi- ber of senators elected, fiiowed a reltongs the right to compete with the publican majority of 11 in the new
Kelly team "for the championship of legislature, or auMciant, to elect Mlon
the alleys., As is shown by the M. Fletcher, the parly canrildate for
scores in past contests, the two teams governor, on the flrsr ballot.
are evenly matched and tonight's conReturns from the 207 cities and
test should be an exicitlng one. Elks towns divide the ltuiefcure as fol
and their ladies are cordially invited to lows; senate, 25 republicans, three
witness the match, which Mill begin democrats and two progressive:
at 8 o'clock.
house, 125 republicans, 53 democrats
,
and 29 progressl.'ts.

The democratic county convention,
To Whom It May Concern The
called for tomorrow for the purpose parnershlp fierptofore
existing beof electing delegates to the state con- tween L. A. Suits
and S. B. Warner
vention which convenes in Albuquer- at Hermit
Lodge la this day dissolved.
que Monda-- , will he held in the court L. A. Suits
retaining the management
bouse.
"' '
of Hermit Lodge.

)

AND SOME'-

1018 Twelfth.

A marriage license was Issued late
yesterday afternoon at the court house
to Charles LeDuxe, aired 2G and Isa
dora Garcia, aged 17, both of Las Con- -

NATIVE MISSION G2APES
""t

P. E. Barnes,

the
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When You Can Get

at

Kitchen.

6, 1312.

FLORISTS
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Telephone

run)
II LH

53 T

or call and we will have our
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show you.

Us Vep MoiseMle

"The Store of Satisfaction"
P. S. Next Door to POST OFFICE

UQDZl
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Phjne fttain 344.

I

I

Macfcino

Whalen,

&

Go.

Fowler Trips

